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Typographical Note8. 
1 • Product groups are given in the order - numerals, roman letters, 
greek letters, other, kere there is no conflicting operational 
significance. 
Illustrations and tables of numbers are disposed through the text, 
and numbered in one sequence. 
A number given in a Table thuas 7926 (- 6 ) means 7.26 x 10. 
Literature references are indicated by underlined name(s) of the 
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CHAPTiJ I. 
G1NEkAL INTRODUCT1(A. 
I.].. 	.icmo features of heat transfer theories. 
1.1.1. General. There is collected in section 1.1. some description of the essential 
features of the ordinary theories of the basic modes of heat transfer. This 
matter, while of high generality, is germane to the thesis at several points. 
1.1.2. 4eat Transfer Modes. The system being considered is envisaged to be generally 
of stationary, rigid, solid bodies immersed in fluid, with body forces, heat 
supplies and temperature differences imposed. heat transfer is conceived to 
occur in the three modes of radiation, conduction and convection. 
In favourable cases a separation of the three modes of heat transfer may 
be effected, so that they may be treated without reference to one another. 
The resulting rates of heat transfer could then be added together. 
Radiation. If the temperature distribution is a known quantity, the radiation 
at an instant is in principle deducible, and this may be regarded as a problem 
distinct from that of calculating heat transfer in the other modes. 
Conduction. Similarly, in the absence of motion, the temperatures being given, 
the instantaneous conduction may be deduced, and these two are the only modes 
of heat transfer in operation. 
Convection. If motion of any parts of the system is allowed, and taken to be 
a known quantity, as well as temperature, again the heat transfer may be 
directly deduced now in all three modes. 
But motion of the system if thought of as being superimposed on the 
situation of the preceding sentence will disturb the patterns of temperature 
and of conduction and radiation belonging to that static state. The motion, 
too, will not only derive from non-thermal causes, but will also depend on 
1.1.2. 	 -2- 
variation in the properties of the solid and fluid components of the system, 
insofar as these depend on temperature, or pressure, or both. In general 
the temperature and sotion are inter-dependent and require to be compatible. 
In fact, only in very favourable cases is the temperature field appropriately 
regarded as a given quantity. More generally, the initial independent data 
will need to include description of mechanical influences and prescribed heat 
generation or heat supply, in addition to the properties of the substances 
concerned. The generation would also generally include friction terms, 
which in turn depend on motion. The general situation is the complex one 
in which the rates of heat transfer in the various modes are inter-dependent, 
and require simultaneous consideration. 
1.1 • 3 • Formal solution. The information required comprises: 
description of relevant aspects of the system behaviour. 
description of the external constraints imposed. 
information about the system substance properties in any state. 
detail of the system state at a given time. 
The analytical expression of these conditions produces a set of at least 
six equations which require simultaneous satisfaction. The equations 6re 
in tores of properties of the substance and, for example, pressure, temperature 
and three component fluid velocities, at any point in the specified region of 
the field of three space co-ordinates and time. 
12. 	$qitable basic equations. 
1.2.1. General. In order to obtain a tractable system of equations, it is opportune 
at this point somewhat to reduce the generality of the formulation • In 
Chapter II, approaching the particular problem chosen for study, and in view of its 
-3- 
geometrical features, further and more radical restrictions are able to be 
applied. The limited problem hover, should be seen against the background 
of the more general one. 
1.2.2. First grout of general limitations. 
The radiation is held apart for separate calculation. Where temperature 
differences are not very large, and in the absence of other conditions 
particularly favourable to radiation, it may be expected to be emll 
compared vdth the other modes. 
The solid is opaque and the fluid transparent to thermal radiation. 
The boundaries between solid and fluid parts of the system are fixed. 
Fluid velocity is zero at a solid surface. 
The fluid is present in one phase and is homogeneous. 
The fluid is subject to the Fourier law of heat conduction, and the 
Newton viscosity relation. Fluids which do not depart such from the 
classical behaviour may be expected to be quite well represented, if 
their properties are expressed in a way to suit this formi1tion • This 
provision also contains a very strong implication of 1,iininr flow, but 
turbulence, with accommodation to this provision, need not be altogether 
ruled out. 
Body force is proportional to mass, and acts in one direction only. 
(ii) The Newton laws of motion are used. 
(i) Heat generation is distributed throughout the fluid and is proportional 
to mass. 
The problem is now expressible in numerical equations, but is still one 
of very great inclusion. The system will comprise three equations of motion; 
an energy equation, a continuity equation, equations of state of the fluid and 
solids; and thermal radiation equations. 
1.2.2. 	 - 4 - 
The radiatiOn calculation now being left aside, the remaining system of 
convection equations as described, using rectangular Cartesian space co-
ordinates is given by Schlichting (1951) and by }brth (1953). Jakob (1950) 
gives the equations for an incompressible fluid, and neglecting viscous 
dissipation in the energy equation. 
1.2.3 • Second ZESM of re arbitrary 1i.mitatiozis • The number and complexity of 
the equations required to describe the system is further reduced by adopting 
the more arbitrary limitations now givens 
Conditions are steady with time. 
The fluid is incompressible. This condition is appropriate for liquids, 
and for gases if the pressure variation is not Large. 
Viscous dissipation is neglected in the energy equation. 
The less essential features so far retained are listed: 
General form of fluid boundaries. 
Imposed pressure. 
Imposed temperature. 
Imposed heat supply. 
Imposed velocity 
Internal heat generation. 
Variation of fluid properties, c,k,11L wiui temperature. 
1.2.4. Equationa. The equations described in the previous sub-section are set 
outs 
~k p( au + i.1u) 
c 1L4\ 	J (~U 
a 	-U.) 
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841 	 in y and z, without body forces 	 (2), (3) 
I ià2L à 	t + v 	= 	* + - 
( + j(pw) 	o 	-(5) 
-(6) 
ic 
The equations apply at any point (x,y,z,) in the fluid. 
General solution is not possible, but the equations may be put to more 
limited use, serving as the basis for dimensional analysis procedures, 
further simplifications, and the more synthetic methods of empirical 
or trial solution considered in the remaining section of Chapter 1. 
1. 3. 
1. 3.1 • kart,icular solutions of the basic differential equations. A variety of 
methods has been used in providing solutions for systems of equations like 
the set (1) - (9), usually in a more restricted case. The methods differ 
greatly in their degree of logical rigour, and it is deai2*ble to distinguish 
between them on this ground. A number of instances are quoted, given broadly 
in order of decreasing rigour. 
(a) A stream function may be used in place of two co-ordinate velocities 
(in a two-dimensional problem). This van done by the mathematician 
Pohihausen, in the paper by Scheidt and Beckn*nn, (1930). When a 
suitable assumption of overall similarity of the flow may also be made, 
by these seans the problem is reduced to a one-dimensional one. This 
combination of methods me also used by Sparrow and Gre (1956). 
1.3.1. 	 -6- 
Lip.hthiU (1953), treating flow inside a closed cylinder, gives the 
radial profiles of velocity and temperature in the form of undetermined 
polynomials in radius. This leads, in conditions of axial .ynnetry, 
to very limited series of even powers of radius. The method is not 
employed alone. 
For the internal problem, te assu:ption of flow in one co-ordinate 
direction only may be invoked in suitable cases, that is for flow 
along infinitely wide channels with plane aides, parallel or inclined 
in the direction of flow, anrmli of infinite width, or bounded passages 
with constant cross-section, under a4a1 or medial-surface anmtry. 
Such an assumption is valid only in the absence of and effects • The 
method ms used by Ltghthill in the paper mentioned earlier, and by 
Oetrounov, Woodrow, ft1l=nj and Elenbaas in work referred to below. 
Akin to item (c) is the boundary-layer approximation used in external 
problems., Eiereby some effects, for example notion perpendicular to 
the boundary, are deemed to cease at an arbitary distance from the 
boundary. The assumption is less strong in that it is applied only 
to part, and not to the Ele, of the region of interest. 
(.) The assumption of uniform temperature gradient in the direction of flow 
is of capital importance in the following worksa LimhthiU (1953) 
Ostroumov (1962), Woodrow (1953)9 Hl 1'an (1956). Linked with item (c), 
and vbere the flow is parallel, and neglecting density variation, the 
assumption is in agreement with the important theoretical case of 
uniform heat flux at the boundary. 
(f) The s(m{1*rity awanptions used by Pohihausen and by Sparrow and Gregg 
consist of linking x and y dimensions to form a now combined space 
variable • This is done after observation of the form of the boundary 
layer in question. The variables used are respectively yx 4 and yx . 
1.3.1. 	 -7- 
impirical. expressions may be adopted and tested by substitution in the 
differential equations. I lenbaae (19142) considering parallel plates 
at uniform tenperature, uses velocity and temperature expressions %dth 
parabolic, cosine, and exponential components, and three disposable 
constants • This theory is described in the next sub-section. 
Similarly, for the external problem, trial expressions for velocity and 
temperature may be inserted in the mntizn and energy integral equations 
obtained over the boundary layer. Scuire (1938), treating the constant-
temperature flat plate, introduces expressions for 8, the boundary 
layer thickness, inxfl,ulnx*end  f(t-f) 2 ,and Oman 
undetermined function of x, and ( I - ) 
It is found that all the solutions advanced make use of several 
assumptions, of different degrees of rigour. A higher degree of 
rigour is certainly to be sought. 
1.3.2. The work of W, Elenbaaa. Llenbaae wrote in 1942 a series of four papers, 
two of which, Ilenbaae (1942 a and d) are relevant to the topic of heat 
transfer from vertical internal cylinders. 
The first paper of the series, 1lenbaas (1942 a), concerns parallel 
plates at uniform, temperature. Differential equations are set up for free 
convection heat transfer to a constant-property fluid. The plates are of 
infinite width, distance apart b • 2a in the y-direction, and height 4- in 
the x-direction. The origin is at the foot, midway between the plates. 
Velocity in the y-direction is assumed negligible. Trial solutions 













IL  P Cos  (10) 
and for temperature (difference from T0 at the origin) 
1.3.2. 	 - 
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e,r and p are disposable constants. The analysis requires that " =OBIT 0 
When a is taken outside the square bracket in expression (10) the contents 
become 
(12) Tr 
which may be termed 7'). Velocity u at any height x is then proportional 
to f). A table of numbers proportional to velocity for values of 
from 0 to 1, is given in Table 1, below. 
(*) 0 0•1 °•3 °41 &ef7 t. 0 
i4a )a 151(42(20 q0I 5930 i- -LT2 0 
Table 1 • The J.lenbaae velocity profile. 
It is seen from Table 1 that this solution implies an inadmissible do.mizd 
flow near the plates. This matter aside, a general heat transfer relation 
is provided. 
b49 ,s 	=) E X b,  Writing 
__ 
and 	 - Nu  
k 6 
the general relation is 
c 1 X(i- 	 -(15) 
Elenbaae accomedat.es his result to other theories by numerical means. 
Firstly a constant multiplier obtains agreement vdth the elementary Uory 
for very narrow epacii. 3ccondly 2 a xrr.re complex adjustment harmonises 
the expreeeion with that for the ain1e flat plate, as the spacing becomes 
large. It is required thatz 




X —+ 00 	Y 	C3 X 	- (17) 
C3 was chosen 0.60, being a mean value for experimental results. The 
formula as amended is 
V 	C2 x 	- 	c(zx)] 	- (18) 
Since the analysis  me for a fully developed velocity profile, it could 
not be expected to hold for large imU spacing. 
The fourth paper of the series, Qmbmo (1942 d) extends the result 
(18) to embrace internal circular cylinders and ducte of a general shape of 
C1OeB-section. 
In both papers large ranges of experiments are described, using air. 
The efl temperature alone determines beat losses externally and by 
radiation, and calibration experiments to determine theee are relatively 
easily carried out. There is no check vMtever of fluid velocity and 
temperature, but heat transfer results agree well with the equations 
derived, wach are all of the same fore as (18). 
1.3.3. Antecedents  of the present work. The present work was suggested in its 
general form by that of 1enbaas, dealing with the regime of uniform Wall 
temperature. Theories of heat transfer in narrow passages and from flat 
1.3 .00 	 - 10 - 
plates were well founded, but it wee necessary to seek a different approach 
to the intermediate conditions. 
However,, the different regime of uniform imli heat flux, and the theory 
of Woodrow (1953) seemed more promising for deve1opent than the work of 
LLenbaas, since the assumptions used are less radical. The two regimes, of 
uniform well heat flux and uniform well temperature, will be found to be of 
equal interest. Woodrow treated two cases of uni-directional flow in a 
closed region, firstly with parallel walls, and secondly with circular cross- 
section. There is uniform heat generation in the fluid with volume, and the 
hypothesis of uniform vertical temperature gradient gives in both cases a 
uniform well heat, flux. The two cases of Woodrow are analogous two-dimensional 
systems, treated respectively in rectangular and cylindrical co-ordinates. 
Wordswo 	(1953) adapted the rectangular co-ordinate part of Woodiw's work 
to the open-ended system without heat generation. Chapter II of this thesis 
consists of the corresponding adaptation of the cylindrical co-ordinate pert 
of Woodrow' a wozic • This general theory for the internal cylinder with uniform 
well heat flux will be referred to as theory 3. The further develo!wts of 
theory 3, in Chapter IV, will be termed theories 4, 5 and 6. 
For the regime of uniform well heat flux, as for that of uniform well 
temperature, the narrow cylinder analysis is elementary. For the flat plate 
of height 	, with uniform heat flux, the analysis of 8i*rz'J r4 Gxg 
(1956a)isused, The result iain the form 
Nu 	C 	 - (19) 
This is easily brought to the form required for comparison with the other 
cases 






Theee two limiting cases, of the narrow cylinder and the flat plate with 
uniform wail heat flux, are worked in Chapter LU. The respective 
formulations will be referred to as theories 1 and 2. 
A valuable survey of published work and bibliography is that of We 
(1956), "Natural Convection on Free Vertical Surfaces". Reported data 
and ideas from this source are used at several points in the thesis. 
1UTL 
AUALYIS FUR FULLY 	U)I1) FIAM. 
U • 1 • The problem Posed. 
11.1.1 • Uaeic features of both analysis and eeriment. 
A solid has two plane parallel bounding surfaces distant . apart. The 
solid is pierced by a cylindrical hole of diameter d = 2a, with the ads 
perpendicular to the faces, and open at the ends. The radius may vary from 
wall values to infinity. These two extremes aro termed the narrow cylinder 
and the flat plate. The cylindrical or plane surface is termed the %all. 
The solid is immersed in a large volume of fluid. Iho origin 0 of 
cylindrical co-ordinates is placed at the centre of one of the terminal 
openings. The co-ordinates c and r are directed along the ads and a 
radius, as ehowi in Figure 2. 
Figure 2. 
The vertical internal cylinder. 
Dimensions and space co-ordinates. 
0. 
A gravitational field acts in the opposite direction to (bc. That 
is, the x direction is vertical. 
A steady state situation exists with uniform heat flux g imposed at 
the wall surface in the inward radial direction. 
It is required to obtain the resulting fluid and wall temperatures, 
and fluid flow. 
- 13 - 
11. 1.2. Relation between anal,  si8 and ecerimerit. 
In the above formulation in sub-section 11,1,1, no restriction has been 
placed on the fluid to be used, the value of heat flux imposed, the type of 
flow occurring, or conditions around the cylinder. The analysis will be 
carried out within simplifying aseanptiono in these particulars, but it is 
not completely necessary to place such bounds on experiments • It vmld be 
of interest to relate experiments of a more general scope to the limited 
analysis. Further consideration of experiments is hold over to Chapter V. 
11.2. Conditions of the *nalysis. 
11.2.1. Previous grows of limitations are held. 
The two groups of general limitations listed in section 1.2. are first 
adopted. Lquatione (1) to (9) then apply, and are appropriately written 
with cylindrical coordinates. 
11.2.2. Third group of particular limitations. In addition, imposed pressure, 
imposed temperature, imposed velocity, and internal neat generation are not 
considered. Also the fluid properties do not vary with temperature. The 
remaining limitations particular to this problem are set out: 
(i) Condition. are .ynetrical about the cylinder ads. Hence the 
rotational co-ordinate does not call for consideration. The proh]m 
space may be regarded as 	-dimensional. 
(u) The temperature of the fluid outside the cylinder, termed the bulk 
temperature, is constant. The bulk temperature also occurs at the 
origin and is written equal to zero. 
When 	 L 	 -(21). 
This is the treatment of Woodrow (1953) and 'Jordrth (1953). 
(}b&lljnwi (1956) and Vernier (1962), the latter treating the rectangular 
channel, put the mixed mean fluid temperature at entry equal to the 
-14- 
11.2.2. 
bulk temperature. The consequences of this treatment are considered 
in section IM.). 
No account is taken in the analysis of the possibility of the 
heated fluid rising in a coliinri above the opening, a feature mhich 
may be expected in actuality always to be present to some extent. 
Glasetone (1956) states ane experiments have &1ori the additional 
driving force produced to be greater than that produced over the 
length of the heating surface. The importance of the effect is 
likely to vary widely according to circumstances. Favourable 
factors would be the arrangement of a number of channels grouped 
closely together, absence of obstruction above the exits, and fully 
developed fluid flow. Factors such as these are at present not 
considered. In effect, the fluid is deemed to be cooled immediately 
on passing from the cylinder. 
The fluid properties, except density, do not vary with temperature, 
conat. (c = conet. 	conat. 	- (22)9(23)9(24). 
Variation of the fluid density is small relative to the value at the 
origin. The variation is retained in calculating the buoyancy force, 
but otherwise discarded. This is a common procedure in free 
convection calculations. 
(iva) Accordingly, density is generally written f, and this represents 
density at any point in the fluid. 
- conat. 	 - (25). 
(ivb') But in forming the buoyancy tern 1°  stands for density at temperature t, 
and f for density at the bulk temperature t =- 0 2 and as before 
(v) The fluid flow is laminar. 
11.2.2. 	
- 15 - 
(vi) Flow within the cylinder is vertical only. That is, flow in the 
radial direction is neglected. Since the flow path has parallel 
boundaries, little transverse motion of a homogeneous fluid m].d 
be expected. 
Important simplifications results 
(via) Velocity - In view of these conditions and from the continuity 
equation it follows that velocity does not vary with height. 
Thus u is a function of r only a 
	
U = u(r) 	 -(27). 
jo, 
 - U C1 	 - (2). 
It is also implied in (vi) that the flow is fully developed 
at entry. 
(vib Tperature - Three quantities make up the energy equation - radial 
conduction, vertical convection, and vertical conduction. Since 
the radial conduction is uniform at the wail, the only admissible 
form of temperature distribution is that having both the vertical 
gradient and the radial profile respectively everywhere uniform. 
Then, over a horizontal section, vertical conduction is uniform and 
of negative sign, and vertical convection increases linearly with 
height. Thus 
-(29). 
where e is a constant and Co a function of r, independent of x; 
q) 	 - (30). 
It also follows from (21) and (29) that when 
r_O ) 	ço. 
11.2.2. 	 -16- 
It is implied the flow is fully developed in temperature as well 
as in velocity at entry. This implies the existence of fictitious 
heat supply across the plane of entry. r: e total steady rate of heat 
supply called for here is to set up the radial temperature distribution, 
and absorb the downward vertical conduction. 
21TP1(JQrdr —Trot  Q, = Q * 	- C 	 () 
Heat is removed at this rate, in addition to the amount supplied 
over the wall, in the plane of exit at the top of the cylinder. 
- Q'u - Qcoøv - QCQAd = -2rroL 
- (3). 
It will be seen that these effects are not important for the narrow 
tube, but increase in importance as the ratio 	increases. 
Cvic' Pressure - Pressure in the cylinder varies only in the vertical direction, 
since there is everywhere zero acceleration in the radial direction. 
That is, 
k . k (:r ) 	
- (34). 
(vii) The pressure difference between lower and upper ends of the cylinder 
0 
is equal to the external hydrstatic pressure difference. 
- 91f 	 -(35). 
The pressure drop in the flow direction necessary to establish the 
velocity profile is ignored. in actual flow this pressure drop imu].d 
occur in the entry region) extending from the entry some way up the 
cylinder. In effect the pressure drop available from the reduced 
density of the heated fluid is all directed to overcoming viscous 
friction. This effect too is held to be unimportant for narrow 
cylinders. 
- 17 - 
11.3. PrLncipa]. Ana].yej; Theory J. 
11.3.1. ynopi. The prescribed conditions 11.2.2.(1) - (vii) are brought to bear on 
the basic equations. The conditions involve un-determined constants e and V. 
The technique of separation of variables yields G tractable equation in 
velocity. Solutions for velocity and temperature include further constants 
8 1, ci, k and are in terms of the dimensionless group A. 	A in 
obtained implicitly in tome of known parameters. The theory is termed 
theory 3. 
11.3.2. The equations. There is only one equation of motion, in the x direction. 
Forces per unit volume due to pressure, gravity and viscosity are eid 
' equal tozeros 	 2ir àt4) 
Applying conditions (iii), (iv, (via, (vic this becomes: 
( -adu 	
du- 	T
j 	. r dr) 	-(36). 
The energy equation : Rates of vertical convection and vertical and radial 
conduction are eunacd equal to zero : 
	
1k 	t\ 	/k CfL4 	F 	C)+ 
Applying conditions (iii), (iv, (vit) this becomes 
celoLt 	d2g 	__ 
The equation of state, to be used only for substitution in (36), is 
c 	(t—,ft) 	 -(26). 
The temperature relation(vib) ) is again needed 
ex4 q 	 -(29). 





By condition (via) 	 ru dr 	cocl2l' 
- (2C). Jo 
By condition (vii)  
11.3.3. Ana1yi 
Substituting the temperature relation (29) into the density relation 
(26) gives : 
( = 	6- ei3z _,eqY) 	-(38). 
I lene* in the equation of motion (36), 
.41 /t4 	PtI 
u 	Idu\ 
= 	+ 
( 	 - (39. 
fit 	 P~.z ) 
The left and right aides are functions respectively only of x and only of r. 




Fron the left side, inserting K , a constant vith the dimension of temperature : 
p (i e,Sx) = 	- 	 - (40). 
d. 	(egx 
Inteting fimo to x, 
17 
Using equation (35) to eliminate K; 
— Y = 
-(41) 
that is, half the temperature rise up the cylinder. 
11.3.3. 	 - 19 - 
ii 
FrM the right side of equation (39) writing Y= 10and d 1 derivative, 
ie related toU: 
+ u (ci+ d)u 	 Pik 
	
_j(4+cI)L4 	 (42) 




Writing r = ka and altering the argument from r to R: 
04.  Ce 9/3F  U _(2..+(g )Lu 
k 
The left side coefficient is written as a dimensionless parameter * 
Q4ceVP 	
- 
and the differential equation in U appears: 
((d.+d) - + A]U 	C) 
This may be written 
2 4 d 	A) + 	A') 
and again changing the argument from k?. to A, the form suitable for solution 
is given. !'hiltip1ying by '-: 
(Ak cil + +t' 	 Ak)Q = 
The four independent solutions are the Kelvin functions with constant 
coefficients, referring to keddick and I4i11ei (1947). The complete 
solution of (J) is then : 
c kr A-3 bet I'I + ' ker Ak 4 	Ak 
11.3.3. 	 - 2u 
where °(,13 ,r , 	are conatant,a.Conditiona to be imposed at the 
cylindrical boundary are s 
-4 is an even function of h 
U 	0, 	uJterb I? = ± I 
r- Frcin (ih 	 CrJ  
From (ii J) 	 o(berA 	8 besA 	o 
Equation (47) is now used to eliminate £ in the expression for U 3 
u 	= 	berAk -. 8 be i Ak 
u 69 1' A bet AR - berA be' AR 
beA 
Ttic continuity equation (28) is now written in term of i: 
fuR dR - V 






pence )  
- ! bee  berM + beA h."A 
- A 
be/ her AR .- brA bet AR 
uVV 
betA ter'/\ 4 beA 	'/ 	(51). 
= VA 
beA 	- 
be , A her Ak - berfl be" A 
This is now substituted into the later expression for temperature (42). It 
can easily be shown that, ithere the argument is r, 
' 	VA 
her A her AR 4 be, A b' A q(d2.t d)u 	
herA her 	 he  
1L3J. 	 -21- 
It, has been seen (31) that the radial component of fluid temperature is zero 
at the axis, i.e. 	there 
•1• 	
VA3  
RO ) 	f -6 CJ  
berA 




bei'A (bei ' AR - i) 
herA bf( 14 
+h'iA bei AR 




k I v 
A 4 - (54). 
and V may be eliminated, to obtain 
k-& 	______________________ q 
Finally, introducing the vU heat flux, an expression is found for A 
term of known quantities: 
c1 
I 	kfv 	A  (be e A ber'AR + bet A hei 'AR = acff bet A 
A s (b,*r A ~er 'A 4 641 A be o' 'A - ccj7fp 
2b'erA 	 kt-€i' 
- (56). 
11.4. Propertiep of the foriri].&tion. 
11.4.1 • General. The characteristic parameter, controlling the relations beten 
constants of the system, is seen to be the thnnsion1eee group A 
A raised to the fourth power is 




that is the radius - to - height ratio times the Rayleigh number formed 
11.4.1. 	 -22- 
using radius and the temperature rise up the cylinder. The value of A 
for a particular system depends on values of given data combined in the 
dimensionless group 	 as in equation (%. 
This is the only suitable combination of dimensions, heat flnx and fluid 
properties. Now, to conform with common usage, diameter is used in place 
of radius as a characteristic dimension. It is also convenient to write 
the Frandtl number where this occurs: 
C   
k 	 Ic 









It is now necessary to determine the applicable range of A. 
Accordingly Figure 3 show j (Apiotteci ag ainst A, In the  range  Q<A< jo  
The scale of fl (A)  is logariUnic. Values of the Bessel functions 
ber) lDeI eI. are taken from  4cLachlan (1950). Fur. 3 s below. 
It is seen in Figure 3 that three branches of the curve occur in the 
range, C) < A <.iQ 	The second branch, dram dashed, is of negative 
sign. Time, for a sufficiently large numerical value of D $c 
several values of A would satisfy equation (55). However, only the first 
branch is used. The second branch would require outward heat flux at the 
well, and higher branches are thought to give more complex and less stable 
states of the system. Viordsworth, in the analogous investigation of the 
rectangular channel, reported that the velocity profiles associated vdth 
higher values of the corresponding parameter showed several inflections. 
For any positive value of D Rco 	there is a condition of the 
system represented by a point on the first branch of the curve. 
- 23 - 
11.4.2 • Detail p of the theory • The constants of the theory are expressed as functions 
of given data and of A. The radial profiles of velocity and temperature 
also are derived in this fonu, and then in reduced fonn as functions or ii and A, 
to show the influence of variations of A • Two other characteristic ratios, 
that of wxJww and mean velocity, and of temperature rise up the cylinder 
uad mean imli temperature, are given as functions of A 
From equation (43) 9  the vertical temperature gradient, 
ko  
o4cp5 	A 	16 c44 iS Pr 	
- (6o). 
From equation (54), 
le ~ 8 	Pr A4 	
-(61). 
From equations (53), (61) 9  (56): 
d 29 	 rAer'A . betA bei'A k 
berA 
d39' 	1 _L V gk A4 
 






From equation (49): 
r C1 
V1udR 	1rudr Jo 
NO 1*) ) 	2 
Ti-
ru dr Tr a 	U Uence using (62), 
J o 
dtii5 1 
C 	2V 74 	-(64). 
The mad.imrn velocity then = 	o; using (63) 
= o ber o - iS bet 0 _ 
Lv 

















Fgure 3 	Variahon oç f (A) w;#Ji A. 
(Second branch neyals've) 
Figure 4. 
Form of A e 
Lvall tem,Lerah,re. 
r1 
11.4.2. 	 - 25 - 
The form of wall temperature is shoi in Figure 4 obove.. 
From equation (55), the ill temperature at the foot of the cylinder, 
lot 	. 	-berA 4 C14-9 IS  
	
Pr  A betA - (66). 
Referring to Figure 4, the mean 1] tenperature difference occurs half '.my 
up the cylinder, and using equations (66) and (61) 
It V!L __ 	bEr2A + b 2A + berA 
& 	
bet /\Cj+ 
The velocity, from equations (48) and (63) is: 
2 b A &A berA -bed\ h'A U 	 ci Pr ' 	 her A 	 (68). 
The radial component of temperature, from (55): 
4 4
A4 &,-A (erAR — -- & ;A bAR - (
69). 
I/S 10 Pr bErA 
Dimensionless ratios are expressible as functions of A only. 
The reduced velocity 1) 	is obtained using equations (68) and (65): 
ieiA ber AI'- &r/\ h/\ 
U '= 	 —(70). 
bf 
The reduced radial temperature I ' 	is obtained using (69) and (66): 
ber-fl bet Ak - ,Abi1 - L,,rfl 	- (71) 
ber'I4biA— her A 
U a rcI 	are diep1aed against it for several values of A in Figures 
5 and 6 below. 
From equations (64) and (65) the ratio of mean and rnad.i1iirn velocities, 
that is, the reduced mean velocity, is available. 
IT 	 Pr 	i b°rA 
- 	8 	k-f 
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irun equations (67) and (ol ) the ratio of mean wall temperature difference 
and temperature rise up the cylinder, 
ber 	4 he i 2A -i. betA 
-- 	 -(73). 2t( 	4 b'erA 
	
The inverse of each of these quantities, that is 	and 8 , is plotted 
against A in figures 7 and 8 below. As & decreases towards zero, both 
LI and S approach the value i. (Lxpressions (72) and (73) are inspected 
.th A put uai. to zero. 	A z 0 , 	appears to he indeteriinate, 
and 
11.6.3. Generalised results of theory; The appropriate dimensionless groups are 
first given as expressions in (\. 
As previously obtained, the characteristic parameter 
A4- 
C14,9(3 (200  Pr 	...L D R 
and the basic group including heat flux, 
ci j c 9 Pr 	S ber A &r4 &iA & 4 
=iA 	
ber - ( 59). 




be,''A 4 h e I' A 
- (74). 
The Grashof number as originally ccsçoacd is used to re-form the DRCI 
product: 





















Fs'ure. 8. 	Variofson of inverse reduced mean 
wall ternheroture dafference  ;1h A. 
11.4.3. 	 -29 - 
The leynolds number is incorporated in the I 	products 
	
- d di 	 ______ - 	,, k./vt 
Ie. 	DPed 	
4-A terAber'A -tbeAbei'A 
herA - (76). 
The heat transfer and fluid flow results of the theory under discussion 
may be displayed in generalised form by drawing on fields of rectangular 
co-ordinates - Nuseelt number and (reduced diameter times Peclet number) 
respectively, against either form of (reduced diameter time. Rayleigh number). 
For further brevity these groups are termed as follows: 




D kQd& 	 - (Bu). "9 
It is noted aipin that 
x V 	 4 
"9 - (81). 
The heat transfer result is the one of inmedtat, interest. For any 
value of A, Y and Xq are calculated. As A is varied, a curve is 
obtained on the field of Y 0 ni4 
Theory 3 may be .xprese.ds 
Y 	(Xg) 
function 	is not made explicit. Me relation is 6hoJfl in Figure II, /. 3 
Section I1I,4. Alternatively, Theory 3 may be expressed as a relation between 
Y and X, calculating a series of values of each group in the same my to gives 
Y 	(x) 	 - ( 3) 
II4.3. 	 - 30 - 
This relation is not show graphically, since it conveys no information not 
already shown by the graph of equation ( . Values of Y, X, and 
are given for some values or Ain Table 9below. 
It 	b€rA ci/ Y  X'S 
(•O 	09944 0244 (.g(.) 
 
1.62,0 
1.3 	. 944 	3.44 .3U (-ii 2.o3 () 
15 	0.9211 	o5c £3.2(-' .212t'('() s.o?r(/) 
1.8 0 -9367 0 -7f5;  I.96-3() 1331T(I) 
20 	0 776 •9123 g.S4Y(2) 2S71(2) 
2•3 053O 	/.27 1q70 (.41( (3) str() 
25 04000 	1.457 35q 4..bg(3) (.73f) 
27 0S7 /ósó '2y 1-70t(4) 6-25 C# 
28 0-0 57  1713 2?c'+ 6 .75-2(#) 23.25(e) 
Values of Y, X , X for acme value. of A ) from equations 
(74), (59), (75). 
A convenient form for any limited region of the relation (Z)will be found 
Y 	C X 	 (4) 




Hence y .= 	I-cT XeT 	 - (t35). 
CiAFTih III 
CIU&#N WITA SPECIAL GAS. 
111.1. The Narrow Cylinders theory 1 
111.111 • General. An elementary analysis is worked out for the case when the 
cylinder radius 0 is smal I relative to the height -L. Tie conditions 
for the analysis are otherwise the same as for theory 3. Relations are 
obtained between the mean temperature difference ë and the Imposed well 
heat flux q, and between the mean fluid velocity ii and q. The relations 
are then written in tome of dimensionless variables. 
Ilenbaas (1942d) gives the analogous calculation when the wtL11 
temperature is uniform. G1asston (1956) uses the same method in a leae 
precisely defined situation, for a parallel-aided channel. }Leat flux is 
unspecified and well temperature uniform. However, the essential feature 
of Glasatone' a calculation is that the fluid meats density is put equal to 
the mean of the values at exit and entry. This is also the case in the 
following analysis. 
ILL. 1.2. Tmeratw'e distribution. A further considerable simplification is obtained. 
The fluid and the well take up the same temperature at any height. Thus t 
is a function of x only, as well as being linear and zero at the foot of the 
cylinder. 
e 	 - (86). 




IIl.l.3.Ve].ocity distribution. Since the temperature profile in the vertical 
direction is independent of radius, so also is the vertical driving force 
per unit area of cross-section, erted on a cylindrical element of fluid, 
111.1.3. 	 -3'- 
due to buoyancy. The flow is therefore Poiseuille flow. The velocity does 
not change d.tn height, and is in a parabolic relation with radius, varying 
from zero at the wall (r)toa maximum value U at the axis" fO) 
LI 	 -(88). 
It is easily ahow that: 	
LI 
Nd U  )rct 	 U 	 -(90). 
111.1.4. Analysis. Conservation of momentum is expressed by equating the buoyancy 
force on all the fluid in the cylinder to the total downward frictional 
force at the well surface. 
(U 
f ) cj = iTro 	(- 	- (91). 
= 	
G 
It follows that the mean density 
-(92). 
and 
For conservation of energy, the heat removed by convection equals that 
crossing the well surface. Heat conduction downward gives no net 
contribution. 
	
1TOf c (t_i 	2irq1 	 (94) 
0 3 C 
I. 	I 
111.1.5. Generalization. It is required to obtain general heat transfer and fluid 
flow equations, re1atin f 	and 	respectivc1; vdthDIV4, 1 for comparison. 
with the other cases. 
1LL.1.5. 	 —33— 
Equations (95) and (93) are restated, using ci and Pr 
- I d 39k8Pr 
t 	64  
LA 	03 2 
d 1 g 
V  
It is then easily found that 	K Y) and Z &'ed oyi ci') 
012S 	 -(98). 
and 	 Z 	o2o 	 -(99). 
111.1. 6. 	General eiificance of the case. Radius Cl is regarded as the dimension 
of prime interest, and heignt £ of less interest, since the characteristic 
dimensionless group A 	contains CE raised to the power five, and 	to 
the power minus one. (3t is convenient to use radius in analytical treatments.) 
The argument applies with only slightly less force when A Rc 6 containing a 
to the power four, is considered. Thus, to obtain variation in degree of the 
character of the heat transfer, 0 may be allowed to vary from fnl 1 values to 
very large ones, while height is considered to be comparatively invariant. 
The initial premise is now, very substantially, that 0 is smal I. 
Other causes of low values of Aka would be low values of heat flu?, 
or the combination of fluid properties C P , or high values of kv 
These features are not of immediate interest. The analysis is hence taken 
to be fully representative of low values of A kQ. The relations are 
general for a constant-property fluid. 
111.2. 	The flat plate: theory 2. 
111.2 • 1 • 	The analysis of Sparrow and Gregg. Soarrow and Gregg (1956) give an analysis 
of 1in1  or free convection from a vertical flat plate with uniform surface 
heat flux, similar to that of Pohlhausen for the ieothexaal flat plate. A 
111.2.1. 	 -34- 
space variable of the form ¶j Z'5 	is required. The conditions of the 
analysis are the same as those used in the present work, and so the theories 
are expected to correlate, the result of Sparrow and Gregg constituting an 
ext.remum for large radius of curvature, to a general analysis for cylinders, 
in the same way that the narrow cylinder is the extremum for w all radius of 
curvature. 	The same authors in a later paper, sparrow and Gre,zg(1958a), 
expand their work into a more general form. 	Two families of conditions are 
considered, all of vtdch embody temperature and velocity distributions ich 
are expressible as fairly simple functions of a space variable combining j and X . 
The method is termed a s imilarity method. The two families are moat simply 
characterised by the form of wall temperature variation with x. This is 
I 	 t 	 aA 
10 	 Ør I I 	 The former family includes the 
cases both of uniform wall temperature, and uniform heat flux at the wall. 
111.2.2. The result of sparrow and Grejg. The heat transfer solution given by the 
analysis mentioned in preaentedfirst in terms of local Nuseelt number, using 
a particular heignt X and the heat transfer coefficient at that height. 
, and Grashof rnnber. using x and the uniform heat flux q. 
t):—to 
Nu 	c, (tr 	) 	 — (100). 
(1x c ieiere N U = 	ft — 	and 	 = 	k is 2. 
The result is not general for all constant—property fluids, since the constant 
C , depends on the value of Prandtl nu 	
R, 
= 	
• The authors 
give values of C , obtained by trial for Pr 	0 I  1 1 140, adO. Figure 10, 
below, shovis the variation of C I with 
The solution is then expressed in terms of the avera,3c Uusaelt number,, 
using the overall height and average heat transfer coefficient for the 
Eiole r*li, and (raehof number using '€.. The average temperature difference 
111.2.2. 	 - 35 
G ' 	( j • ° AV •= -10  (t - 	- (101). 
fiance 	 Nke 	c 2  (fe t)  q 	 - (102). 
to 
there 	 C 	 - (103). 
111.2.3. Mipulation of the result. The result is first put in the more general 
fore of an expression in Rayleigh number 
NU C3 (kQ 	 - (104). 
ithere 	 C. 	C 	 - (105). 
Then, for comparison with theories 1 and 3, d is substituted for 1 in I'JU 
and  
NJu 	r t'Ju 
Hence (104) my be written, Nud = c (D djq 
That is 	 V 	C3 Xr f 	- (106). 
1 
Ft 
0'I 	 1 2 	5 10 	
iou 
Fi1urc 10. 	Coisfa 	C1 3f eHon 1 
rc(a ff- j fo !a" cit I n ml. 
111.2.3. 	 - 36 - 
	
The particular value of 	is chosen to represent air, 
oi 	 -(107). 
The value of C 1 indicated is 04E, and hence for air, 
Y = o.Covi X  
111. 3. 	Uniform vU teez'atw'e Usories. 
111.3.1. General. Ecaulte analogous to theories 1 and 2 (for the narrow cylinder 
and the flat plate reepective1ywith uniform vall heat flux) are available 
for the regime of uniform itmi]. temperature. The analysis for the narrow 
cylinder is similar to that of section .111.1 • Heat transfer by free 
convection from the isothermal vertical plane surface has been the subject 
of numerous studies over many years. Following We the result of Ostrach 
is adopted. The uniform wall temperature results will be compared with 
the uniform wan heat flux ones. 
111.3.2. The narrowcylinder. The result of LUnbaas (1942d) is given in the form 
I - 	' - 
e (r& Pr 	 - (109). 
Multiplying both aides by 2, MAd 	 D eo , G 
that is, 	 io" 4 
111.3.3. The flat plate. Qatrach (1952a) refined the result of Pohihaunen 
obtaining 
 
solutions of the form 
= A (i;, 	13')  
Like the corresponding result of Sparrow and Grew, tiLe expression is not 
general for all constant—property fluids, insofar as the constant A is a 
M.3.3. 	 - 37 - 
function of Pr. Iefevre (1956) gives the anpirical formula for A: 
A 4 - 
243478 + 44 94 j; 	 (112). 
When 	I3 	 A 
&fld 	 0 	5 ((7,.' 	Pr) 	 - (113). 
A. in the previous section, (113) may be written: 
Y 	os- s- 
111.4. 	Correlation of theories discussed. 
111.4.1.  Agreement of uniform heat flux theories. Theories 1, 2 and 3 are dram on 
the field of Yand Xq in Figure LI, below. For theory 3, values of 
and Y are obtained from equations (74) and (59) respectively. The values 
are sham in Figure 9,above. The graph of theory 3 is expected to merge 
at low voiue..s of )with that of theory , I for the narrow cylinder, and at 
high values of 4dth that of theory 3 for the flat plate. This forms a 
test of theory 3. 
Inspection of Figure 11 show that for low values of Athe graph of 
theory 3 tends towards the straight line of theory 1 • When A 
. Y7 	Yo i22 and Y,  exceeds Y3 by about 5. For high 
values of A however, the graph levels off towards a constant value of 	295 
approirnt.ly, instead of approaching the straight line of gradient 	of 
theory 2. Theory, 3 is in accord as expected with theory 1, but not with 
theory 2. That ie )theory 3 is inadequate for higher values of X. In 
Chapter IV of this thesis, the reason for this is sought, and the development 
of theory 3 started into a more satisfactory general theory of the cylinder. 
n2- 
iii_ 
 /Of 	los 
0 /ieot'q I : 	 Y0(2 	 (%) 
Y - o.? A-(i). 
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IU.4.. Comparison with uniform 	temperature theoxi. The theories of natural 
convection with uniform imil temperature are now showi in Figure 12 on the 
field of Y versus X ,9 , that isv versus Dkt, using the temperature-based 
Graehof number. For the narrow cylinder, equation (110) of section 111.2. 
is adopted for )g S . For the flat plate, equation (114) is adopted for 
104- , that is the single value of 	is used. In the intermediate 
region, where S 4 X9 < C14 , a transition curve is sketched in, 
anticipating the development of a theory for this region. 
Theories I and 2 of the present work s of the narrow cylinder and the 
flat plate with uniform heat flux, are now transformed into relations of Y 
and4 by means of equation (85), chapter II. There result: 
theory 1 : 	Y 	OOi 	Xe 	 - (115). 
theory 2: 	 Ya0 s 194 X  
Again in the region S < 	4 	a transition curve is sketched in, 
anticipating the development of a general theory for the cylinder with uniform 
wall, heat flux. Theory 6 0 presented in Chapter IV of this thesis, is of this 
nature. 
It is indicated by the above data, and is ehavri in Figure 12, that, for 
the sane value of the group Xe , Y , the Nuseelt number, is greater for the 
regime of uniform imli heat flux than for that of uniform, t11 temperature. 
For instance, for the same cylinder and fluid, the average heat transfer rate, 
with the same average temperature difference, would be greater in the uniform 
heat flux condition • As reported by Sparrow end Gregg (1956), this excess 
is not large for the flat plate, about 7t when 	0-7 - For lower values 
of 4  the excess increases, reaching lii0 in the narrow cylinder condition. 
The latter figure is independent of Prandtl number. 
1111 _ II_111111 
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111.4.3. Comparison with unjfori tunperature flAt plate. A further reduction of 
internal cylinder natural convection data is made by Lde (1956). The 
diagram ordinate used is Nu (Cr Pr 
') 
4 . A particular value is As  
the constant of equation (111) for the uniform temperature flat plate. To 
eiiify the reference to the flat plate relation, the suffix P is used and 
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The diagram abscissa is conveniently C74 (ç 	,.)* '4 
gives a ready comparison of any cylinder heat transfer co-efficient with 




and as above , 	)( X.k 	-(120). 
This form of display is particularly suited to show at viiat value of 
the influence of curvature ceases • Also, the horizontal dimension is 
conveniently reduced, logarithmic scales again being used. 
A flat plate relation, of the form Y = C 4  X transforms into 
the horizontal straight line * 
YP = C 	 -(121). 
111.4.3. 	 -42- 




Yç  = C )(P 
 S 
More general relations, and experimental data are plotted one point at a 
time using equation (120), (118) and (81). These gives 
XP 	
X8 
I 	 \I 
	
= 	 - (123). 
>, >/ 
YP 	-* 	- 	 -(124). X 
Theory 3 is displayed on the field of'Yp versueX, with theories I and 2, 
and a transition curve linking the graphs of theories 1 and 2 and the 
corresponding uniform temperature relations, in Figure 13, below. Since the 
information embodied in this diagram is the same as in those of Figures 11, 
and 12, no further comment is made. 
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CiIAPTLli IV 
CONSIDk RATION OF THL ENTRY 1GIO. 
IM. • Theories of fully developed flow. 
IV • 1 • 1 • General • Since theory 3 is one which assumes that the same profiles of 
velocity and radial variation of temperature exist all the way up the 
cylinder, it will not necessarily be valid when the cylinder diameter is 
appreciably large relative to the height, that is for higher values of I. 
This applies also to other theories of fully developed flow. Comparison 
id.th the case of the flat plate theory shows that theory 3 increasingly 
diverges from it as I increases. Thus theory 3 requires further examination. 
IV • 1.2 • Heat supply at entry. An evident contradictory feature in theory 3, and one 
which may provide a criterion of the credibility of tie solution, is the heat 
supply at the entry plane required to establish the radial temperature 
profile. The ratio of this heat supply and that crosaini the cylindrical 
surface is derived. 
The entry plane heat supply rate, 
Q 	fFc u Q.Trr 
Tr dIcPr 
2. 
The integral, a function of 	, is termed I,. 
14 	JUk dR 
The cylinder wall heat supply rate 
1Td% 
dr 	 - ( 125) 
f tj 	J 
- (226) 
- (127) 
IV.1 .2. 	 - 45 - 
The ratio of the two heat supply rates is termed L. 
rA Tr QF £Trd y 
Becafling equations (65), (66) and (59), 
, 	betA (Q- 0 r 
LerA )(q 	A 	 (128) 
'A is obtained by graphical integration. Values of Uj 	for 
several values of A Q , when A .2-0  , are given in Table 14, below. 
Since constants other than A and 9 are not required, simplified 
expressions for U  and 	are useds 




bei' AR — ber AR 	— ( 130) 
The reduced velocity U and reduced radial temperature 	were found 
(Figures 5 and 6) not to vary such over the relevant range of A • Hence 
being a function of U , 45 , and R, is found likewise not to vary such 
with A . The values of 23 , and the other details of the calculation of 1, 
are shown in Table 15, below. 
It is seen in Table 15 that k increases rapidly as A is varied from 
1.0 towards its limiting value of just lees than 2.85. L increases from 
lose than half of one per cent itien A = k),to unity when A.2, 
and to 28.0 then A .2- 9+. That is, the entry plane heat supply is 
negligible compared with the imli heat supply kien A= I'C) , bece 
more important as A increases, and is tnuczl the greater towards the upper 
and of the range of A. 
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- 	 - 
transfer coefficient is unrealistically low, becQ1iin increasingly less than 
that for the flat plate as X 1 is increased. The system of theory 3, with 
heat supply both across the well and at the entry plane, should be compared 
with a system with the former heat supply only, with the sams value of uniform 
well heat flux con to both. The additional, and superfluous, heat supply 
has the effect of elevating the mean temperature both of the fluid in the 
cylinder and also of the cylinder wall. hence the wail heat flux is 
associated with an unduly high temperature difference (and thus an unduly low 
heat transfer coefficient). Modification of theory 3, to remedy this defect 
is set about in sections IV.2 and IV.3. 
IV.1 .3. The tbeoriee of FIThnn and Vernier. Two theories which are very similar 
to the present theory 3 are noted. The former author treats the cylinder 
and the latter the rectangular channel. The two theories are identical in 
principle, and so are considered together. 
Rllnin (1956) presents an analysis of combined free and forced laminar-
flow convection in open-ended vertical cylinders with uniform int,ernal heat 
generation in the fluid, and uniform wall heat flux. The present system of 
free convection alone, and without internal heat sources, is included in the 
analysis as a special case. However, the temperature difference 	used 
in the heat transfer coefficient, is that between the wail and the mixed fluid 
and is the same at all levels. The boundary condition is used, G 	C at 
the foot of the cylinder. The general result, given in terms of Nuseelt 
dq, 	 - ce 	P,' 
number, Nq 	
km' 
and Rayleigh number, RQ 
	
is 
16 0 1- 
shown in Figure 16 9 below. The overall comparison with the present theory 
3 is not med.. Instead, the physical significance of these theories is 
being considered in this section. 
IV.1.3. 	 -4-) -  
Vernier (1956) repeats the work of Wordnrth (1953), for the open-ended 
vertical rectangular-section channel with uniform heat flux at the wall. 
which is analogous to the present theory 3. Hover, the same features are 
introduced as by 41IAI1mAn, regarding temperature difference and tenpez'ature 
boundary condition. 
Velocity profiles of Hallman and Vernier are given in Figure 17 0 below. 
u 	 Q A reduced velocity U 	is plotted against R r and 
respectively. b is the distance betan the parallel plane 's11e. 
k4*_lIm
__ 	 Q ' 
m' results are for the stated values of 	 d' e 	Pr di 
and Vernier's for the stated values of 	 b9 9, / I 
	
Referring to part A of Figure 17, for Rd 	C) , ilAilmAn finds a 
parabolic velocity profile. This corresponds, in terms of theory 3, to X =Q-
As  Rc increases, the profile becomes blunter. Then the central velocity 
decreases relatively, with the znad.inum nearer the wall. This 1s expected 
to happen as the flat plate case is approached. This is an advance on 
theory 3, which does not have this feature. Finally however,, do,mwe.zd 
velocities appear in the centre, which is at variance with reality. 
Referring to part B of Figure 17 9 Vernier gives velocity profiles only for 
relatively large values of the group corresponding to X. The parabolic 
profile for the low limit has been added. The profiles of Vernier are 
analogous to those of Hallman. The experimental data of Vernier confirm 
the absence of downward velocities. The theories of Hallman and Vernier 
fail as diameter d, or separation b, becomes important relative to height 
The reason for this defect of the theories of Hallman and Vernier is 
similar to that for the defect of theory 3. By putting the temperature 
difference beti'en the well and the mid fluid equal to zero at the foot 
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") Vernier. 
no two sert. eat supiaiou ttor, c9ual arid of oposit 8eie, 
positive near the wall and negative at the core or the fluid. Ja the form  
areneter corresponding to A 18 increased, the individual entry plane heat 
supplies increase relative to the all, heat supply. Lventally at the core 
of the fluid, the cooling due to the negative heat supply at the entry 
predominates over the heating from the waUs to an extent sufficient to 
produce a nett cooling, and consequent doinrd motion. 
IV.2. Wyermaltion of thermal entry region: Theozy 4. 
IY.2. 1. (enera].. It is desirable to improve on systems restricted to fully developed 
flow. A method is now shown of removing the feature of heat supply at the 
entry plane. The system of theory 3 is taken, the same velocity distribution 
retained, and a further length of cylinder provided, to form a thezmal entry 
region, in Mich the additional heat supply at the 'mUa replaces the entry 
plane heat supply. Theory 4, so formed, is regarded as an approximation next 
in order after theory 3,to the exact and complete solution. A step—by-etep 
approach to a final solution is envisaged, and will be described in section 
IV-3- Since theory 4 is only the first intermediate stage in this progression, 
smal l variations in it are of no account, and one minor approximation is 
embodied. 
In this analysis, the velocity profile is assumed to be established 
outside the boundary of the thermal entry region. The analysis is consequently 
limited in its application strictly to fluids ,kioae Prandtl number is not low. 
Nevertheless, the theories embodying a thermal, entry region are intended to 
apply to gases, particularly to air, and effects of incompletely developed 
velocity inside the thermal. entry region are assumed to be negligibly email. 
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IVe2.2. The thermal entry region. The conditions postulated are the ean* as those 
of theory 3 in two respects - 
The same velocity distribution is used, and is regarded as fully formed 
outside the thermal entry. 
The radial temperature profile is the same, independent of height, and 
consistent with the prescribed velocities and uniform wall. heat flux. 
The new conditions area- 
4 heit'ci fLtcJ 
The region is of zero depth in the negative radial direction at the 
A 
new entry plane, and grows throughout the height of the region, to 0CC 9 
the 4nolo radius Cl at the top (1w'e V? 4") 
The vertical temperature gradient remains independent of radius, but 
varies with height, decreasing from infinity at entry, to the value of 
theory 3 at the top of the entry region. The vertical temperature 
function is denoted S. 
It is necessary to establish tue form of in order to know the waU 
temperature, and the boundary profile. The origin is removed to the foot 
of the entry region. 
Consideration of a 11 part of the entry region above a point on the 
boundary yields the relations between the radial and vertical temperature 
functions, (2 and S , and the boundary profile, expressed as a function 




TA e thi'mt.i( entry 	
ccx 
reqon Theory f. ki 
oundary 
I 	 - 	- 
The known radial temperature profiles are drawn at the level of 
and UJ higher. The temperature rise in a small vertical distance 
above P is found. 
dr )
dr Sr - 	ax 
ds 	cif dr -
	TirHence 	
- 
	 c1  
The heat flux at the wall is equated to the nett convection uprda, 
neglecting the nett conduction dovmwarde. 
21Tci dy 	ju 2rrr dr ice cit 
• __ - cq  
Writing 	 - (132) 
9 	- =111 
and - -(133) 
(qP 	a 
k rp 0( c1I' - (134) 
and dr 	d/dQ) 
/ d 
C1 dX / dIZ -(135) 
The quantity UK is integrable and 	)aiowi • 	Hence for any value of A 
first the relation of - 	the reduced vertical temperature function and X. 
and second the relation of R and I on the inner boundary of the entry region, 
are obtained by graphical integration. 	The general forms of these relations 
are eho'ei in Figure 19, below. 
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IV.2.3. Resultp of theory 4. For selected values of A, yamss of Al and 'I 
according to theory have been obtained, and also E is known. For each 
of these results (Table 9), there is a corresponding state of the system 
described by theory 4. The new values of and , for theory 4, are 
obtained by imiltiplying the former ones by correction factors termed X and 
I. TheeffectonX 	
S97  ,P
is due to increase of the tube 
k(L 
height ( by the factor I*6, 
Hence X is reduced. 
	
xq4 	_6 = 	 —(136) 
The effect on 	 is that the mean texrçerature difference e 
between the wall and the unheated fluid is reduced to, and Y IS 
increased. Referring to Figure 19, the area to the left of the wail 
temperature line up to )( I is 
fa 
. dX . This is lees than unity, 
and is termed 	• The ratio of corresponding values of mean wail 
temperature differences in available in terms of 	, r and (9, on 







/3 04 	I4) 
	- (137) 
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Theory 4 is now expressed: 
y= 	 —(138) 
Values of and '1 are given in Table 20, below, for selected values of A. 
The quantity fe was previously found ., vAjile using erroneous values of L. 
the ratio of heat supply rates at the entry plane and across the malls for 
theory 3, to occupy values between 070 and 0 -. The values of L used 
were twice those of Table 15. Assuming the alteration in L - ldddi varies 
by a factor of 0I4  - makes little difference to the values of 	, the 
single value of 012 is used. The results of theory 4 are ehrt graphically 
in Figure 69, Chapter I, 
In theory 4 9 by comparison with theory 3, 	is reduced and therefore 
the heat transfer coefficient and Y increased, and and therefore X 
reduced. The latter effect is a quite radical one for high values of 
Hence the graph of theory 4 is seen in Figure 69 to lie above and to the left 
of that of theory 3. Theory 4 is a great improvement on theory 3 in its 
correlation with other data. Convergence with theory 1 of the narrow 
cylinder is slightly improved, and as XT increases, the graph of theory 4 
proceeds towards that of theory 2 of the flat plate. A. A approaches the 
value 2s, euccesive increments of the graph of theory 4 with equal 
increments of A diminish, and the graph tends towards a terminal point. 
The terminal point occurs before the graph extends sufficiently to merge with 
that of theory 2 for the flat plate. This feature is considered in the next 
section. 
IV.3. Further develoixnent: theories 5 and 6. 
IV.3.1 • Consideration of theory 4. Theory 4 is an inexact solution of the heat 
transfer problem set, since the temperature distribution of theory 3 has 
been altered by the addition of the thermal entry region described in 
-66-- 
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Section IV.2, without making any change in the velocity distribution of 
theory 3. Theory 4 in its turn will be modified. 
IV-3-2- Progress to an sct solution: T heory 5. The steps are now outlined of 
a progression trdz an &wct solution, with compatible temperature and 
velocity distributions, and with a theunal entry region, which will yet be 
based originally on theory 3. Only the calculation Wdch fonne the first 
step of the progression has been made (Section IV.2) in almost complete 
detail. The subsequent steps are described qualitatively. The graphical 
display of Figure 69 is referred to throughout. 
The first step is that from theory 3 to theory 4 	was altered, 
and to a emaller extent 
This naan temperature in the cylinder height at any radius has been 
reduced, but more so nearer to the cylinder axis. The velocity 
distribution may now be recalculated. Lowered velocities, especially 
near the axis, will result. Now the tanpez*ture distribution may be 
re-calculated by a convection calculation as in theory 4. 	being 
unchanged, higher temperatures will result. Hence (9 is increased, 
and Y reduced. Points on the graph of this solution will lie below 
corresponding ones for theory 4. 
The train of calculations in step (b) is repeated. This Ume the 
modified velocities obtained will be higher than the previous ones, 
the temperatures lower, a lover, and 'Y higher. The graph of the 
solution produced wi].l be above that of the previous one. 
etc. The same train of calculations is repeated. 
Step (a) in Mch the thermal entry region is added to the developed 
flow Wetem of theory 3 9 is the most radical pert of the operation described. 
In step (b) and subsequent steps, a new velocity distribution is calculated 
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according to the previous temperature distribution, then a new temperature 
distribution, both in the entry region and that of fully developed flow, to 
suit the new velocity distribution. Each of these adjustments is anticipated 
to be of the opposite sense to the previous one, and small relative to it. 
It is anticipated the solutions obtained would converge rapidly upon an ect 
solution, termed theory 5. For lack of time, this operation has been carried 
no further. Theory 4 differs from the projected ecact theory 5, considered 
as an overa]l result, only in giving different values of Nueselt number, due 
to the unreconciled velocity and temperature distributions* Theory 4 shares 
with theory 5 the important characteristic of having a definite upper terminal 
point, 
Referring again to the field of Y and Yt in Figure 69, a provisional 
position is chosen for the graph of theory5. Theory 5 will lie in the 
region between theories 3 as a lower bound, and 4 as an upper bound, but 
nearer theory 4 • The position chosen is lQ) below theory 4 for the highest 
value used of ' , at - 	04• lore the value of I for theory 
4 exceeds that for theory 3 by 50. 
Theory 5 is expressed; 
 fV ()(I ) 
(139) 
Tory 4 has its point of termination at approximately f;4 XZ ! l 
Subsequently derived solutions will also have terminal points with the some 
value • The terminal point or theory 5 is approximately Y a 3 , 7 , 
YI : IC t Cfr 	The gradient of the graph of theory 5 in still at this 
I 
point slightly greater than 11 • There remains a gap of about one order 
of magnitude in > between theory 5 and a position where the cylinder theory 
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is expected to n*rgs with a flat plate theory. This feature of theory 5 is 
entirely to be expected. i'he syaten iiich is described cçrisee both an 
entry, region and a region of fully developed flow. The latter may be very 
wall relative to the former, but is aiwsys present. According;1.y, the upper 
limit of theory 5 as increaeea represents the state kiere the entry region 
exactly £iILa the cylinder. For higher values of 7, a different theory is 
required. 
IV.3.3. An overall solution: 	eory 6. There is now put forvard theory 6, an 
overall solution, for all variations of the cylinder, and also the flat plate, 
all with uniform wsfl heats flux. The theory is framed to suit the theoretical 
matter of Chapters III and IV, and is influenced by the experimental results 
given in Chapter X. 
Theory 5 is adopted in its entirety, providing data up to the terminal point 
mentioned. There follows a transition region up to the point Y = 56 
= 10 	 • For renaming higher values of X , the provisional 
relation is adopted, 
y 
This differs slightly from theory 2 for the flat plate, according to Sparrow 
and Gregg, being about 9% lower, 'in order that values of Y should not exceed 
those obtained by measurement using cylinder III. Theory 6 is expressed: 
Theories 2 and 6 are shom with the results for cylinder III in Figure 71, 
Chapter L Theories 3,5 and 6, as well as all the experimental results in 
eunznary form, are shoi on the field of Y and 	, over the whole region of 
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The experimental ts]. results for cylinders I, II and iLl, ehovfl in Figure 21, 
are given in Chapter X respectively in equations (197), (201) and (205). 
Since theory 6 incorporates theory 5, the graph shown of theory 6 coincides 
with that of theory 5 over the whole extent of the latter, that is for all 
values of Xy up to 1.6 10 This part of theory 6 is regarded as sufficiently 
established in its general form by the theoretical matter of Section 1V.2 and 
the present Section. The value of Y for any value of X is provisional, 
only to the extent of plus or minus a few per cent at the upper and of the 
range of X'1 , pending the completion of an exact solution an the lines 
indicated in this Section, and in place of theory 5. 
The remainder of the curved part of the graph of theory 6, the gradient 
decreasing from about j vihen 	Xq l' 	IO 	to 	when = ID 	, is 
obtained by extrapolation of theory 5, and the corresponding part of theory 6 
has no individual theoretical basis. 
The final part of the graph is the straight line of gradient 	having 
L 
the equation Y= 0.565 Xo . The constant me chosen in order to fit 
this line to the parts of the graph previously mentioned, and to pass below 
the experimental result for cylinder III. A qualitative justification 1s 
given for this. In the corresponding last part of theory 6, in common with 
theories 1 to 5, the fluid is deemed to be cooled immediately on passing the 
top of the 'v.mli. This feature will tend to reduce the fluid velocities, and 
hence raise the temperatures, and give a low heat transfer coefficient, 
compared with the experimental arrangement, in which there is no artificial 
cooling at the cylinder exit. Because of the general consensus of theory 
and experiment, a relation of the form, Y= constant'( 	is used. 
Lowever, the constant 0.565 is chosen, taking note of the value from present 
experiments of 0.590, equation (205), rather than the constant 0.619 of theory 
2, equation (106), due to Sparrow and Gregg(1956). Theory 2, for the flat 
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plate with uniform iU heat flux, is not regarded as being established 
beyond the possibility of amentnent, especially in the value of the 
numerical constant, because of the empirical nature of the basic assumption 
of geetrical similarity used. 
CflLh V 
TIL M-..jIGN OF 1XP1IWNTS. 
V.1. 	Introductorvz the awgt4pt-property fluid. 
V.1.1. General. It is the assumption of this chapter that the composite theory 6 
described in Chapter IV would accord closely with measurements of heat 
transfer in a constant-property fluid. The model fluid in mind in one for 
ich specific heat at constant pressure C, thermal conductivity k , 
coefficient of thermal expansion (2 , and dynamic viscosity Jt are independent 
of pressure and temperature, and density f) has relatively smal I variation. 
It is apparent that the treatment of density in theories 2 to 6 is not strictly 
consistent, two different equations of state in fact being used at different 
stages of the analysis. Further, the theories yield no rule for obtaining 
the representative value of f required to give ) , and so X? , for a given 
system. (The variation is however prescribed to be &n1l) • For these 
reasons, even under the idealised conditions mentioned, an additional procedure 
would in general be required to fix a value of f' to represent a given system. 
This complication is a minor one in the case of the constant-property fluid, 
but may be expected to become more severe when variation of fluid properties 
and larger density variation are admitted. 
The heat transfer calculation, if the fluid properties and tube dimensions 
are knoi, amounts to stating a value of heat flux and deducing the reeultin 
value of temperature difference. This operation 411 be investigated, for the 
model fluid, then for air. The immediate purpose is to choose cylinder sizes 
with the aid of the theory, for experiments in air. 
V.1.2. The cgntant-property fluid. At present,only gravitational acceleration at 
d'  
the earth's surface is considered. In the group Xe /3P k-i-- 
nnlv a may be re2arded as generally constant. For one particular fl uid, k ( P 
---V  J 	 - 	- 	 - 
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and, aubetanti&Uy, 	will also be constant. Provisionally allowing 
/ 
and 't to vary within one order of magnitude, and ? within two orders, the 
possible influence of cylinder size is seen to be 106,  comparing with that 
of heat flux, 102 . The range of XT of most interest,, overlapping the 
capillary and flat, plate regions is about 106 . (Figure 2]). It is suggested 
that to teat the theory for any constant-property fluid, these orders of 
variation of d, '€ 9A4 ' would suffice, and under these conditions perhaps 
2. 
four cylinders, each occupying a range of 4?of 
10
,would suffice to span 
the required range of 	, providing some overlapping. 
d, appearing in Xirt raised to the fifth p*r, is the most influential 
quantity. Jffecta of variation of aspect ratio might be isolated by using 
d' 
cylinders for which 	is constant. 
For any cylinder, 	is simply proportional to q • Hence the point 
representing the heat transfer condition would move from left to right along 
the graph of theory 6 with increase of q, referring still to Figure 21. In 
a sufficiently small region of the graph since its curvature is everywhere 
small, as well as in the capillary and flat plate regions, heat transfer is 
J 
represented by the relation 1 	 , there fl  varies from j in the 
cap11 Inry region to 5 in the flat plate region. hence approximately, for 
an individual cylinder and constant property fluid 	 , and; 
ec 	 — (142) 
The range of the index,, lfl, o 	iS 	± 	I'-" 	 . 
V.2. 	A design method for air; genera]. prjncjalee. 
V.2.1. The properties of air. It is intended to carry out measurements in air, up 
to as high heat flux and temperature as may conveniently be produced. The 
limit, of q is set by the capacity of available electrical equipment,, and that 
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of temperature by the materials used. In the event, the highest values of 
required were easily produced, and the working temperature was the limiting 
factor. The highest value of electrical heat generation per unit surface 
area wss 0.168 Bhj 
/ ftL 
S e C 
, or 177 Watt/ft2 . The upper limit chosen 
for temperature (Chapter VII) is 900?, and the temperature of the unheated 
0 
air will be near 60 F. 
The values of properties of air used in calculation are as follows. 
Value. of R (eleven from 500  to 1600 F) are from Gi.dt (1957) who Were to 
Prof. H. A. Johnson, University of California, Berkeley, as his source. 
0 
Values of sç, v , and Pr (sixteen from 500 to 2000 it) are from Mahew and 
Iloiz.re (1953), whose source is Hileenrath and Touloukian (1953). The 
units used are as follow: 
86 	1 /0 F- 	k' g3+u/ftec OF  
f Pr: dimensionless. 
The values are tabulated in Table 22 9 and presented graphically in Figure 23, 
below. 
V.2.2. Calculation with apsigyied value for air temperature. It is seen in Figure 23 
On 	 L. 
that as temperature is increased from 60 F, P decreased rapidly,, '\ increases 
rapidly, P increases very rapidly and decreases somewhat, reaches a turning 
value, then slowly increases. The ratio of the largest and smallest values 
0 	 6 
in each case in the range 60 to900Fia2.7,2.2,5.1,1J. Informing
ts Pr 
k( 	, the above properties occur in the cotion k•' 
ithith is tensed f - The latter decreases in value very rapidly as temperature 
increases from 60 F. Values of I are given in Table 22 below, and a graph 
0 	 0 
in Figure 24., below. From 60 to 900 F the value fa.Uby a factor of 160. 
- 
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The large possible range of variation of -( , and hence of 	, means 
that temperature variation may have a large influence on the location of the 
state-point on the heat transfer curve, for any state of a given cylinder. 
Where the highest temperature is considerably above the initial one, a 
representative value of 	,dJ.l certainly differ from the value at 
the initial temperature, 	. Similarly, to obtain the resulting value of 
, a temperature has to be choen at vtdch to evaluate k. It win no 
longer be possible to proceed directly. A trial approach will be necessary, 
to find a representative value of temperature at which to evaluate the fluid 
properties, and vtdch then gives a realistic ansr. Such a temperature will 
be termed a reference temperature. If experimental data are available they 
d.0 show vAwther a suitable reference temperature exists. This is discussed 
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in the next section, Section V.3. 
The present aim is to predict where on the heat transfer curve will be 
the point representing a given cylinder with stated heat flux and to describe 
its nxvement as the heat flux is varied. The existence of a reference 
temperature, simply formed from k and G , is now assumed. The rules for 
the formation of the reference temperature, ti' are obtained in Section V.3. 
once ir is av,i( 1 ble, a direct calculation is possible, connecting q and 
	
but the starting point has to be 	, the difference between the mean wall 
temperature and the fluid bulk temperature. In the expression of theory 6, 
the independent variable is made & instead of q. The Grashof number 
containing temperature difference is used in the group X1 . As previously 
stated in Chapter II : 
Pr 
djo 	-e V II 	 - (80) and (75) 
Theories 5 and 6 are then expressed:- 
Y 	1ç (X 	
- (143) 
Y M iviet (X6 	
- (144) 
The expression embodied in theory 6 for the flat plate, corresponding to 
equation (140) is:- 
y . c4c10 xl 	- (145) 
The expression for the experimental results arc obtained in Chapter X. and 
presented In terms of Y and X& in equations (198), (202) and (206). 
Theories 5 and 6 are shoi below, as functions of Y and 
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with the experimental results, In Figure 25. The scales are logarithmic 
in both directions. Since Y varies relatively little compared with )(, cir4 
XI  
the curve of I against Y&  is generally al rid ar to that of I 
against 	, presented in Figure 2.1. Since I has no change of sign and 
always varies in the same sense as 	points on one curve transform into 
points in the same order on the other curve. 
The calculation procedure is now stated for an individual cylinder, In 
air at atmospheric pressure • The dimensions are known, and the fluid 
properties at any temperature, and a reference temperature rule is taken to 
be available: 
assign a value of 8 instead ofa value ofq. 
obtain tr from the temperature reference rule. 
calculate X& , using (3, ', 3 at 1 r . 
deduce I from theory 6 0 Figure 25. 
hence obtain 	, and finally 	, using k at tr a 
V.3. 	The detailed prediction of a 1rimenta], reeults. 
V.3.1. Reference teeerature rules for air. It is desired to apply to the behaviour 
of an actual fluid, air, the theory developed referring to an idealised fluidj 
*me properties do not vary with temperature. In general it will be necessary 
to have for the projected situation measurements, or a calculation incorporating 
the values of the variable fluid properties at all points in the fluid. Then, 
in the constant-property expression to be used, the fluid properties will be 
evaluated at a value of reference temperature to give the same results. In 
this way, rules will be obtained to give the reference temperature in any 
instance, for use in conjunction with the constant-property theory. But the 
topic is not at present treated in such an extended way. Guidance will rather 
be sought from previous work. The results cited are for air unless stated 
otherwise. 
- (202) 
- (206 ) 
C~ Iindcr 11 Y = C25 
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The reference temperature nay be chosen in tne range from bulk temperature 
, to wall temperature, 	= 	.+ 	. Generally very s1q1 
procedures have seemed to be adequate. The majority of workers have used 
film temperature, that is the mean of bulk and wall. temperatures, 	+ ô 0, 
for all fluids, but treating mostly the flat plate and convex surfaces. A 
few instances are given, apart from this generalisation s as near as possible 
to the present problem. Llenbaas (1942 a and d) used the (constant) wall 
temperature, 	-1- 	, throughout, without evident inconsistency, but has not 
many results in the region of higher values of X& . Donaldson (1961) in 
experiments on water and glycerine in a closed cylinder 3 feet long and one 
inch dimneter) used the "mean liquid temperature". The liquid temperature 
range was small, about 60F. Doton (1954) in measurements with a Large 
vertical plate and with uniform wall heat flux, used ambient temperature, 
This was stated to be in satisfactory agreement with the theory of Sj,arrow 
and Greg(1956), referred to as theory 2 in the present woric. In these 
instances given of the correlation of constant—property theory and real—fluid 
experiments, there is the invariable tendency to use higher values of 
reference temperature for more confined fluid regions,  that is, in terms of 
the present problem, for low values of It and lower values when I is greater. 
bft (1956) concludes that the choice of reference temperature is not a 
very serious matter. 	hen (1948) however, conductirj experiments on internal 
cylinders in water, calculated his results using in turn 	i- 	£ 
and found appreciable difference. In the present work (section 1.5) the 
groups of experimental results are calculated using in turn three different 
reference temperature rules, again with maziced effect. Accordingly, a 
tentative general rule is framed for the formation of the reference temperature 
for air, for the ,thole range of I requiring consideration • The rule accords 
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td.th the tendency mentioned above, and two significant theoretical considerations 
are available. • In the case of the narrow tube, the mean temperature of fluid 
in the cylinder is simply the wall temperature, and so t r is chosen equal to 
. That 18, 	 fo + 9 . At the other extreme of 
configuration, a detailed theoretical inveatigabion of this topic was entered 
by sparrow and Gregg(1958) for constant flux heat transfer from a vertical 
flat plate to several model gases • One of time was designed to represent air. 
This is directly useful. The rule given 1s to replace A by 	, and 40 
calculate other properties at 	 fw O e, This differs little 
from the rule that, for all properties, i r  = f, + o1 e 
The reference temperature rule proposed is as fol10 s 
-(146) 
The constant m  is made to depend only on Xq (or X&) . Er is the same 
for all fluid properties. For >( 7 I m = 1 - 00 • For 
X1 ? 	 O2 • For intermediate values of Xt, m is 
made to vary in as smooth a manner as possible, in the fora of a half-period 
cosine wave on a diagram of m  against XT , the latter having a logarithmic 
scale, vddch is eho'ai in Figure 26, below. rM is shown in relation both to 
X13rdfø )(9 . 
V.3.2. The influence of tenwerature difference • It is now possible to show the 
effect of temperature difference e an XQ , using the values of properties 
of air given previously, under a given reference temperature rule., fr 
A value is assigned to m. The value 60 F is taken for te In the group 
, the part 'Eiich varies d.th fluid temperature is 
r 	
• Hence, for an individual cylinder, Xe is proportional to pz.
( 	
)&. The latter is teroed 	, and is plotted against & , 
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several values being given to m, in Figure 27, below. 01 is set equal to 
0.50, 0.62, 0.80 and 1.00. 
(13 Pr 	
- (147) 
It in ehom in Figure 27 how, for each value given to in,on # starting 
at zero, increases with increase of 	, achieves a ma,dixun value, then 
starts again to decrease, tending towards a lower value. If a system is 
considered which obeys any one reference temperature rule, or which obeys 
a more general rule of the same form with the constant in varying with the 
state of the system, an important result now follows. For such a system, 
the value of X8 0 and equally the value of 	, with increase of & 
reaches a mø4mri at a critical value of e , then decreases, tending 
towards a lower value • The point representing a state of such a system on 
the field of Y and X8 , as in Figure 25, or on the field of 
as in Figure 21, would behave as foflowe • It is understood that the system 
behaviour is in conformity with theory 6. As 8 is increased from a 
small value up to the critical value for the fluid and the initial temperature 
in question, the state point moves along the graph of theory , 6 from left to 
right. As 19 is increased further, the point retraces its former movement, 
returning from right to left along the graph. This is in marked distinction 
to the behaviour of a constant—property fluid. The value of critical 
temperature difference. s lower for higher values of in. Under the present 
conditions, that i., for air at the bulk temperature of 60, i*n 
) 	 hen m - OO. 	26 I?. 	Alan- +k ha4 
of in has an appreciable influence on the value of 	• The madmurn value 
of b, which occurs with the critical temperature difference, is given below 
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V.3.3. C1oice of cy44nr dimensions . Dimensions may now be chosen for cylinders 
for the present experiments. It is aimed to cover the range of X9 which 
is of most interest, that is the range representing conditions in between 
that of the capillary and the flat plate. X & may now be expressed: 
X 19 . 
A complete procedure is; (a) choose an approximate value of 
take the corresponding constant m for the reference temperature, from 
Figure 26. The same value may be used for all temperatures of any cylinder; 
from Figure 27 obtain nad.smn and miniiman values of 4n for the chosen 
value of m. An estimate of the lowest value of bm  may be made by setting 
a provisional low limit of temperature difference 20?. This gives  4% ~ 
for all values of m; (d) choose suitable values of  arid 	, to give the 
included range of 	to lie about the value first chosen. 
It in indicated by the above considerations that the greatest range of 
values of b and therefore of 4 spanned by one cylinder1 is likely to be 
within a factor of five. It would be impracticable, considering the 
experimental method adopted, to investigate more than a small number of 
different cylinders in a limited titic. Therefore five rather scattered 
values of Xe  are considered initially, and no attempt made to obtain over-
lapping of the results. 	\irther, there is relatively little variation in 
6. for different values of m in the chosen range, from 0.62 to 1.0. ihe  
mean value of q hrA , under the above assumption regarding the lower limit 
of bM , is shown against m in figure 29 0 below. 
The lower limit of b.,  is assumed constant. The upper limit varies by 
• factor of 1.63, and the mean value by 1.48. Fence as a first approximation 
• single value of 	may be used, and only the influence of differing cylinder 
dimensions considered. 
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The final procedure adopted vas to choose one cylinder to lie In the 
region of Figure 25 of the greatest interest, that is near the upper limit 
of theory 5. For the other cylinders the same value of bm  we aemm)ed, 
and dimensions assigned to overlap the extrunes of theory 6 	re it has 
been made to merge respectively with theory 1 and with a line of gradient . 
The value 	0 corresponds 	 (Figure 26)for WUch  
the 	 is 	 4 	to 
If 	is pit equal to 3.0, 	d g62 ft , that is 0.971n. 
Hance a cylinder of 1 inch di ter and 3 feet height is ecpected to give 
values of 
1 
 in the region of 0 .
3 
Doubling the cylinder diameter multiplies 
('! 
by 16. Starting from 
/ 	A 
the above value of 	iO , division by 16 gives a condition still not 
very near the capillary case • A further division by 16 gives a condition 
apparently very close to the capillary. Nultiplication by 16 gives a 
condition near the flat plate case. A further multiplication gives a 
condition apparently indistinguishable from the flat plate. Cylinder 
dimensions are assigned as set out below in Table 30. 
M 1•0 0• 05 
E? OF C'Cr ,fcai) 150 1 9 .5 230 
bm  &)'K) 9-30 61) 1•04() (.3S(g) 1-066) 
(%oF) fO (25 110 225 
Table 29 ' . Some YQUC o(crdica( tvali &n/crturc. 
log 
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Vl.I. Introduction. 
VL1 • 1. Place of the radiation theory in the thesis. A theory is presented of heat 
transfer by radiation from an internal cylindrical surface to its surroundings. 
This theory stands quite apart from the free convection theory. It is 
required for the interpretation of the experiments, since at the higher 
temperatures reached, in some instances, the radiation becomes quite sizeable 
compared with the convection. Details are given in Table 72 0 Chapter I : 
the highest ratio arrived at of the two quantities was 0.23. Hence, a more 
exact method is called for than the assumption of a radiationally black hole, 
at a slightly arbitrary, temperature. No useful relevant literature was found. 
Time permitted neither experimental measurement of the radiation, nor test of 
the constants and other assumptions of the theory. Hover, the application 
is to cylinders whose length is not lees than four diameters • The total 
radiation is not expected to depend strongly on these assumptions, but to 
depend mainly on the surface shape and temperature. 
VI. 1.2. Conditions of the theory presented. A computation is made of the heat transfer 
by radiation between an internal cylindrical surface, those temperature does 
not vary with the rotation co-ordinate, but has any prescribed form in the 
ad.al direction, and two enclosures, at the same uniform temperature, one 
facing and surrounding each end of the cylinder. 
The surface is assumed to emit diffusely, according to the Lambert cosine 
law, and the emission to vary with temperature in the grey-body relation. 
The surface is asswicd to be opaque, and hence emissivity, 	, plus 
reflectivity, () ,equala unity. The reflection is assumed to be perfectly 
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specular, and the reflectivity uniform for all source temperatures and 
angles of incidence. (The application of the theory is to well surfaces 
of chru'.nickel alloy, with a smooth rolled finish. The reflectivity of 
smooth metal conductors varie& very little in the temperature range concerned, 
60 F to 900?, although it is much larger for sm ell angles of incidence). 
VI. 1 • 3, ?rincitJ.ee of the method • 	he method wea suggested by the appearance of the 
smooth interns], surface of a tube, pointed at a well-lit surface. Distinct 
and sensibly uniform zones of decreasing bz'ightheea ar seen beten corlperktric 
(the ir1ae" 4//IQreriW c(á4ci4 at ik -fa( eM of tX 1u&). 
circles of one, three, five, ... times the tube diameterA  More than four 
zones are hardly distinguishable. A rather high absorption of visible light 
is indicated, with reflection of a largely specular character, and separation 
Into components having zero, one, two, three, ... reflections. Analogously 
it is found that the rates of radiative heat transfer from any location on 
the cylinder well may readily be calculated separately in aaznte ithich 
respectively leave the cylinder direct, after one reflection, after two 
reflection. etc. Where the reflectivity is Low, the number of such 
components having to be considered in small. 
The calculation depends on the circular symmetry of the well about the 
d.e. Properties of a smal l area of the well are equally those of the vkwle 
ring containing the area. Also, it is an Important property of the shape 
that any inclined ray within the cylinder suffers successive reflections 
from the well at equal increments of hei ght. 1adiation from a ring distant 
x from one of the openings, in the direction of the opening, may be separated 
into component parts which would strike the well beyond distance x, between 
distance x and 	, between 	and 	, etc. It follows that the first 
part of the radiation .dte directly from the cylinder, the second part after 
one reflection, the third part after two reflections etc. 
VL1 .3. 	 -81 - 
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Figure 31 below, shows the extreme rays, in the plane of P and the ads, 
of the first four components of radiation from the sinii area at F, distant x 
from the cylinder end. 
Each component, until it strikes the wall, occupies the space between 
two oblique cones, each with vertex at the point P on the we].]., and a transverse 
disc at base. Hence all the components are expressible in terms of the oblique 
cone of radiation from P striking a transverse disc distant 	from F, and 
this is the basic unit in terms of which the computation is developed. n is 
the largest number of reflections suffered by the radiation in this cone, 
Once the total radiation leaving the cylinder from each location is 
calculated 7 save for temperature, then in a separate step, any desired 
temperature distribution may be inserted. Radiation from the two end openings 
is easily added in the course of the calculation. It remains to subtract the 
rate of radiative heat transfer in from the surroundings. This is equal to 
the radiation out, when the whole wall is at the temperature of the surroundings. 
The rcMc4t40fl in &h2 Moralfpz. 
VI.2.1. Radiation direct through the opening. The rate of radiation from an elementary 
ring, radius a s height dx, past a ring distant x above the first is calculated. 
Figure 32 below, shows an elementary part of this component of radiation 
all originating from P. The radiation has to be divided doubly, first into 
right conical surfaces such as Pill). The cone base is in the plane of the 
transverse disc at A, and has centre A and radius p - LB. Then each conical 
surface is further divided into individual rays typified by the ray PC, whose 
length 	is constant for the cone of base radius P. CL makes an angle & 
with AR. The arc length BC - S 	e • C is distant 	COS e from AE 




F'gure 3i. 	Podiaholl lrom P 
ftiroiqh okening 46 sm/arated 
into comfoiients A,av'n Y  
r4le cbot,s. 
riure 32. Raj PC, kom P st,ikni disc Of diarnct,' d, in C. 
at P to the normal PN to the s11. 	is not constant, but varies between 
a minimum and a maxbmnn value as e varies between 0 and S 
Co f for the rays forming surface FBI.) is required. 
(COS  is put equal to and . the mean value 
A 
iined in toxins of P and 	(tar f 
,andA Ck T kCIO  
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HCe ) 	 r 	 - (149) 
This eqreesion is used later. It is also evident that 
bach wall element of radiation is the product of radiator area, leaving 
intensity, and solid angle swept. integration has to be performed with 
respect to a s p, and x. The normal radiation intensity, (N = 
For any a, p, and x the direct radiation (fl 0): 
2ckd/ 
TrCJ 61Y fs 	 - (151) 
For integration with respect to e, the seen value of t along ED is required: 
M CAN dQ 0 	n-4 d 1N (COS) 
 
T 4 	4J cI 	 - (152) S jo 
The mean value of 
Cos q: 7 , and so 
of 	along BD, is obt 
S k 6 ' "once 
VI.2.1. 
It is now convenient to generalise the calculation, writing all the 







IP 61 	- (153) 
A 
Integration with respect to P and I is done graphically. Since S  Jr 
depends only on F, it is first obtained for eight values of P between 0 and 1. 
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Then 	L4 	is calculated for appropriate values of P. and eleven values 
of X, from 0.05 to 6. These are also given In Table 33, for two values of 







Two profiles of 	 against P are shown in Figure 34. By measurement 
of the profile areas, values are obtained for 
Is"rx 	A 
j 	di-' 	 -(156) 
The values of 	for the eleven values of X, are also given in Table 33. 
Integrals of the form 	will now for convenience be termed relative radiation. 
The direct radiation rate at any I is now 
Qd'1CoT 4 I)(  dx 	() 
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is then plotted against (Piguxe A until it becomes nsgligibly wish 
05 1 iflCZ'SSS$8. L*1ltiplition of each ordinate by a niaMr proportional 
to ths fourth power of absolute tarçerature, and mssi x!ement  of the resulting 
area will then give the total direct radiation. 
YL2.2. gtsljsd1aU.on winnub the ooentn. The total radiation from any wan 
location iio}i finally leavee the cylinder Is now obtained. 
L.ach time it is reflected, a radiation oaixzent is diminished, 
sing multiplied by the reflectivity P. WAch is lees then unitys ieiatiw 
dntcn, that is, the value of a relative radiation canent before diminution 
by reflections, is wzttten E x, 	• its first aatfiz is distance from 
the opening,  the second the number of reflecticnc Ncfor exit& 	x lctor 
is reserved for radiation crossing the end opanixL. 
It is .vident that emission fran location I .dting directly, plus that 
edting after one reflection, equals the radiation wilting directly from the 
location • this is now stated in tense of relative radiation and emission 
ccqonsnt.a 	 - 
L 
-t 
 ) 	 3' ) 
QtC. 
The 1I1j 	 of radiation g from 	 w 
cylinder after one, twog ... reflection. M. 
Ix j 1 	( I)ç2 etc. 	j 
Curves of relative radiation and smission components are 
naam 35 ,iow. ia curve or ly 210 is dznm by doub2ing the abscieee 
the curve Ix, o • 	Ix  abscissa is ziilt.iplio by threc to 	. 
curve of 	c.c. 	:e for a ; A. 	 , 
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are successive vertical interval bet, en the 1 axis and the curves dram. 
The total relative radiation leaving the cylinder opening from location 1, 





'jgure 35 1 . helative direct radiation and enhis8ion components. Lqmtiona 
(156) 0 (i.s€) and (159). 
It follow from equations (159) to (161) that Ix may be obtained as below: 
I 	+ fE 1 .+ 	 '.(162) 
plotted agn {riet X for a particular value of E may be regarded as a 
property of cylinders of a particular material. 
U 	 1— 	 I Tr 
O welll c Jc4 	Qc1uolc 	i 	- (163) 
The total radiation through the opening from location X, 
4 	- 2 eJ (0-T rx d x 	- (164) 
*ien 4, is plotted against X to the far and of the tube or until it becomes 
negtigibly nt1, the area under the curve equals the total radiation from 
U& al1 1caviQ t.e opening at 1 - 0, 
,. j 
i 	( 




VI. 3. i4alLylty of a nichrome material. 
%dam (1915) gives results of emission from unit area of a polished 
nichrcm wire at various temperatures. The metal composition is not stated. 
0 	 0 
The temperature range of interest is 60 to 900 F, or 520 to 1360 R, or 
2. 
approdmate4 300 to 70'.)
0 
 K. Partial results of emission E In Watt/ Cflt 
0 
against T K. are given below in Table 36. It is required to represent this 
material as a grey radiator. In Figure 37 the values are plotted on 
g4. 
logarithmic scales. The beet straight line of gradient 4, representing Ec
.,- 
 




	610.9 io 	 — (166) 
The black body relation is 	E 	tO' y4 
	
(u9dam). 
Hence emissivity 	 coy oo 
and reflectivity f = I 	040 
VI.4. 	The specific application of the theory. 
— (167) 
fI.4.1. 	atiye racliatiozi through 	pirg 	S O'qO. 
L. g is calculated in the rarigeoto8. Curves of 	,T 0 , 
i.. t. 	are dram as In Figure 35. Values of  
etc., 1r 	010 , and the resulting 	are tabulated in Table 38, 
uclow. Ix, Uhm (Z.&qo ' is plotted against  in Figure 39, below. 
it is seen that with this high value of emissivity, the relative 
radiation falls off rapidly as I Increases. The initial Value of 
= 	• 0.7854. Values of Xx at 0 to 4 diameters In from 
L.c o,L!! arc in the ratio given in Figure 39. It is thus indicated that 
.ieat lose by radiation occurs appreciably only from the and regions of the 
C 1.L. 	 ieci"t.. 	bo  
-90- 
E W/c,n2 0.0417 oiiég 032.6q OSqf3 o•oo 1.234'? 
1 °I< 325 392 43 1 	54.0 73 	1 t2-3 
36 und 
Fjure 37. 
Errson of a ni'chro,n. 
w,rc (soydom). 
E= Lon,rant 
P (2.7 ic 2•7 102) 
Sao 700 1000 
0 TK 
LJtV 	riC)i! 
Cornj oncnt, of fi& rdati,i, Eli. - = o.qo. 
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absolute temperature does not vary by more than a factor of ten. 
VI.4.2. Cletion of the calculation. The completion of the  calculation of nett 
ieat transfer rate by radiation from cylinders of given dimater, length, and 
temperature distribution is now described. Diagrams are given in Figure 40, 
below. 11 	crei c>f I:7r€  4(a)L terne4 Aq £fc . 
Relative radiation from the end X • 0, is obtained as in the previous 
sub-section. The diagram will extend from I • 0 to a final value of 
X =X or until bec*e negligibly email. 
Relative radiation from the other end is obtained by reversing the 
diagram, end for end between I • 0 and X = X 
Total relative radiation out is obtained by adding figures (a) and (b). 
The resulting figure (C) is syninetrical. 
The fourth power of absolute temperature along the cylinder from I • U 
to XF is plotted. 
Ordinates of figures (c) and (d) are multiplied and plotted against I. 
The total radiation rate outs 
9, 
z.d 2 (o- A 	
- (168) 
r) 	aeat transfer in by radiation from the surroundings at 7,,  equals 
radiation out vton the vAiole wail surface is at T. ieterring to 
liagram (a), the radiation per unit area of wall is proportional to 
L:ic. c disram ares. Hence the total radiation rate ins 
te1 	(\A 
LI tO-  Lro4 	(169) 
ion rate from the cylinder, 
9 	 (l7Gj 
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Ci1A1ThR VII 
INTAL APPARATUS. 
VII. 1 • General Principles. 
VII. 1 I .General configuration. The cylinder for experiments is aaazned to be open 
to fluid flow internally and beyond the ends, and surrounded externally by a 
heat-conducting solid. The configuration of the widest Interest is suggested 
to be the cylinder with no obstruction of any kind at either end. It has 
already been mentioned (Section 11.2.) that a jet of heated fluid will then 
be expected to exist above the top opening, and this is not in accord with 
the analytical conditions. Nevertheless, special measures to cool the fluid 
on leaving the cylinder would constitute an additional experimental variable 
and therefore were not resorted to. 
VU. 1.2 .Convective heat flux. The cylinder wall is formed of a homogeneous electrical 
conductor of uniform thicaiese. Thus heat is generated uniformly over the 
•i1i. surface area. 
dnce the cylinder is at a higher temperature than its surroundings, 
uofl a3 convective iieaLtraxui.i to the fluid, there will tend to be net 
ridiat1ion fro  Uhe 1"U. Liwou k the open cnd3 of the cylinder, and conduction 
from the cylinder in the outward direction. The last two quantities are 
.id will have to be established in magnitude by calculation or 
:cauxt.et, in order to deduce the convection from the measured value of the 
ieat generation. Further, if the radiation and conduction are not themselves 
uiifonn over the wall surface, the convection, which is the remainder, will 
al o depart from uniformity. It has been seen that increase of temperature 
i c':pected in the upward direction. This would lead to greater loss by 
crJucbi:' fm. upper part of ti cllrer. 	hi.so the bu1 of the loss by 
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radiation is expected to be from the end parts of the cylinder. The course 
adopted is to attempt to eliminate the conduction by the use of guard heaters, 
and to calculate the radiation lose, vtdch is anticipated to be small relative 
to the convection, then subtracting it from the heat generation and ignoring 
any distorting effect an the convection. 
VII.1 .3.Guard heaters. An electric guard heater of the same height as the experimental 
cylinder is intended to produce outside it a surface with the same temperature 
as the wan at any height. Conduction due to inequalities is minimised by a 
region of insulating material in between. The guard heater in turn is 
surrounded by an outer insulating jacket, and the winding distributed to give 
an inner temperature distribution like that expected at the internal cylinder. 
The region of insulating material between the cylinder wail and guard 
heater is bounded at both ends by further guard heaters, made of resistance 
wire laid out evenly over the heater area, to obviate heat flow towards the 
ends. Then*-couples are mounted at several stations over the cylinder 
length, at each station in two places, respectively touching the tube wall 
and a small distance inside the guard heater • At the end stations, couples 
are placed aLso at a mid-position under the and heaters • Four means of 
adjustment are then available to control the three heaters, in order to 
bring the cylinder-wail and outer temperature profiles near identity: 
current in guard heater. 
current in end heaters. 
minor adjustment of guard heater winding 
addition of further insulation over the outer jacket. 
VII-1 .4.irincipa]. arrgement. A diagram including the features so far described 
is given in Figure 41 below. 





FiRure 41. Half-sectional, diagram of heating surface and guard heaters, 
on the cylinder axis. 
I. Heating surface - °Pyrcznic" nichrms sheet. 
Ind-piece - brass. 
Inner support - bonded fibre-glass. 
I.. .rid- iece - "Marinit&' asbestos. 
ose packing - "Rockwool" fibre-glass. 
i. Outer support - bonded fibre-glass. 
7. Main guard heater - resistance ribbon. 
• Lnd guard heater - resistance wire. 
7. Guard heater jacket - bonded fibre-glass. 
LI • £nd heater cover - bonded fibre-glass. 
-11.  Additional fibre-glass wrap. 
VU.. cylindrical heating surfaces and insulation. 
V1I.2.1. liaterial. 	Tie surfaces were formed of Fromic nichrore strir, sup fled 
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by Telccn Metals Ltd., Manor Royal, Crawley, Sussex. The composition is 
SOA nickel, 20, chromium. The material was 6 in. wide, and 0.uu]. or 
0.002 in. thick within limits or ± ].. The surface finish was as-rolled. 
C 	 0 
Resistivity at 20 C is 110 	cm, increasing by 5.5 at 900 C O the maxiurm 
working temperature. (Delivery of the 0.001 in. thick strip took over eleven 
months from the date of ordering. 
VIL2.2. Design. The resistor material)when referred to alone, is termed a tube. 
For each tube, it is required to know approximately the madimmi por 
supplied. The procedure is like that of Section V.2. The necessary data 
are given in Sections V.2. and V.3. Starting with the approximate value of 
9 , the corresponding value of q is found: 
rho value of 	is estimated when the top temperature is 900 F, 
that is, the maximum temperature difference 
	
'11U+ 2< = '1oo-,o 	 - (171) 
For low values of X (the narrow tubs), 
420 °F 	- (172) 
o r 111 vJuc 3 of I (the flat plate), 
( 
f2k) 	(173) 
A value of ' from Figure 24 provides the reference temperature. 
 1-1 
The value of 	from Figure 27 enables 
4 = 
= 	to be 
calculated, using equation (14). 
(c1) 	i = tJu4 is obtained from theory 6. Figure 25. 
(c) The heat flux q is obtained, then the total heat transfer rate 
- 1rciq 
-(174) 
il.ic tue electrical resistance it is obtained, knowing the 
sivit , 	, and thickness 
V1I.2.2. 	 - 9b - 
-(175) 
Where necessary the surface was divided lengthwise into Y)  stripe in series 
in the circuit, to keep the current elow 10. The results of these 
calculations, giving the number of strip., the current and voltage, are 
given below in Table 42. 
VI1.2.3. Particulars of tubes. In the event, only three tubes were used. Numbers 
1, 3 and 5 of the eerie, mentioned were termed tubes 1,12 and LU. 
Tube I. 
	
	in. inside diameter, 3 ft. long, and 0.002 in. thick. 
The 0.002 in • thick strip only was available. Bending to 
shape was extrenely difficult. Finally the strip wos wound 
helically on a former in one piece. 
Tube U. 1 in. inside dtAInter, 3 ft. long, 0.001 in. thick in length-
wise halves. 
Tube UI. 3 in. inside diameter, 1 ft. long, 0.001 in. thick in eight 
length-wise pieces. 
VII-2-4. Parts associated with tubes. End pieces, to held electrical terminals and 
ath'it tlrncou1cs wrc of Larinitc, an a5besto co;ound, workable like 
wood, 2 ror:: .. Kenyon 	or.- itd., Jukinficid, Cie&iire. One and piece was 
cut to allow expansion of the heating tube. 
rho tubes were surrounded by inner and outer walls of rigid fibre-glass 
ipe insulation, available from insulation contractors. Packing woe of 
iooL;c glass fibre • The outer covering woe fibre-glass cloth, in place of 
L c c riginal cotton ecrim on the sections of pipe insulation. 
layail silicate adhesive was used. The manufacturers are J. Grosefield 
Ltd., Warrington, lanceo 
me brass ring and Marinite and piece for tube 111 are ehoi in Figure 43, 
I 	 I 
A. 
lubL d £ t 6 W 	n R .t 
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V112.5. AAsaabla. The tube metal was assembled on a former of rod or tube, and 
brazed to brass and plates. The plates were split if necessary, and 
bolted to the Marinite ends • The inner fibre-glass wall wee attached with 
Claysil. Thermocouples were tied to the tube with asbestos cord, having a 
Af 
copper wire core. packing with loose fibre-glass, the cater well with its 
thermocouples wea placed around. * +ub.e 
VlI2.6. Control. A 10/1 1 24V 9 bA. mains trensformer wee available. This use fed 
either from a variable resistance or a Variac. A series variable resistance 
was used for fine adjustment. The circuit is given in Figure 44, below, 
showing particulars of apparatus for Tube I. 
V32.3.1. Material. The main guard heaters were of "Tophet A" resistance ribbon, 8C$ 
nickel, 20; chromium, mdniim working temperature 1150 C l manufactured by 
Gi1by-Brunton Ltd., Seamili, )ieaelburgh. The sizes used were rectangular 
sections of 1 and 	In. width, and 0.0285 in. thickness, and resistance 
0.102 and 0.152 IL /rt. The ribbon was oxide- ,coated. 
The and beaters were of a similar Gilby-Bruriton wire, of 31 
0.0116 in. diameter, and resistance 5.02 ft/ft. 
m.3.2. 1ejgn. The guard heaters were to be covered by a laser of fibre-glass 
insulation: this enables the power required to be estimated. The rate 
of heat conduction through a J in. thick layer of conductivity, ic 
/-(f lie °F, q 0.25 w/ft ° F. The main guard heater sizes 
rc 3 ft. high by 4al and 5 1,-,  In, diameter, and 1 ft. high by 6J in. diameter. 
ic 1ai ,est one, for tube U, is used to estimate a suitable conductor size. 
eiJ pitch of 0.3 in. gives a conductor length of 180 ft. A temperature 
difference of 400 F gives the power re:"ñred, !40:. Suitable values of 
Vii. 	 ' . 	 - S.) - 
voltage, current and resistance would be 90V, 5A and 18 fl-, to enable an 8A 
variac to be used, or a IOOV mains transformer. The value of conductor 
resistance Indicated is 2a 1L/ft. 
The coil winding was laid to give a rate of heat generation proportional 
to the pattern of terature difference eqected for each cylinder. The 
coils ware in contact at the top of each heater, and the pitch increased with 
distance dowi the cylinder. In order to prevent the winding becoming too 
open, another conductor was at length laid In parallel with the first one. 
FaintairLtng the same conductor thickness, and adding a ribbon n times 
the width of the first, in parallel, and with the same area rate of generation, 
the spacing ratio of pitch/width has been reduced by the factor (1+n) 	In 
order to close up a double-spaced coil, (1+n) . 2, and n • 0.707. 	-in* 
wide ribbon me used in addition to the 1 - in* ribbon. This was done for 16 
cylinders.X and II. 
VU. 3.3. CcnethacUon end control. The nin aard heaters were bofted at top and 
bott.o: to uras riu;s with tabs projecting to receive current leads. fl 
cotroi t ,,ns b- variac. The current 	shown by an ameter, and a series 
variable resistance provided a fine control. 
ihe and heaters *re formed of resistance wire, laid in labyrinth 
t.eme and stuck down to the i in. layer of insulation, with layers of 
fibre..glase cloth over, to insulate from the tube and plates. The top 
and bottom heaters were put in series, and the bottom one, requiring less 
current, in parallel with a shunt resistance. Outside the end-heater 
jac!L 
 
iL, a .riit ri. , grooved to take the steel IIand.Angle supports. 
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Yfl.4.1 -Material, 1ecorder. The thermocouple wire used was iron-conetantan, 
24 B.& S. gauge, 0.02U1 in. diameter, No. 913387, from Honeywell Control. 
Ltd., Nethouse, Motherwell,, Lanaitehire. The working temperature limit 
is 900° F, imposed by the fibre-glass Insulation. The two wires are enclosed 
in an outer braided fibre-glass covering. Temperature readings were made by 
a Honeywell 24-point automatic recorder with working range 0-1000 F. 
VII.4.2.Thrm22oup1e manufacture. The thermocouple junctions were  made by brazing. 
The wire ends were nipped off by pliers, bent over to press on one another, 
flud, and dipped in a globule of molten brass under an oxy-acetylene flame. 
A strong joint, and very thin covering of brass resulted. 
VII-4.3-Details of aiajatua. The eqerimental, ambient temperature, and ice-point 
couples were all led to a terminal board, and attached by soldered-on brass 
washers • From the board, a Cambridge multi-point switch, the double pole 
connections made with the same wires, was connected to a manual potentiometer. 
Also from the terminal board, heavier extension wires were led to the 
automatic recorder. 
In order to obtain a representative temperature, couples near the guard 
heaters ware bound with asbestos cord to targets (Figure 45) formed of brass 
sheet, I in. by 2 in. To reduce the number of observations, some pairs of 
couples from opposite sides of cylinders and tube walls were led to the same 
terminal. The mean of the two temperatures is shown if the couples are of 
c.juai resistance. Jueck. icuf iecU.ns from individual couples showed 
ro si;;ific&iL i1r 	ncc, 	ectio 	liI...). 
Vli... nmc*ieter fibres. 
Jfl..1 -Material. In the amal 1  spaces available, fibres of nominal length 	in. 
'icrü used, and the dimrctcr rcu1rod to be rfl•  ?used uarz fibres of 
VIL5.1. 
nominal. diameters 2, 6 and 8 micron mre obtained from The Thermal Syndicate 
Ltd., aUeend, Nortlutherland. 
VU • 5.2 • 2LtIL3A of the api*ratu. The fibres vare held in simple brass clamps 
connected to a eteel rod holder with motion in both horizontal directions, 
A Cambridge measuring telescope was mounted to focus on the fibre tip. Its 
vertical position mw given to 0.001 In. by the micrometer movement • Do 
telescope axis ms inclined at 30 to the horizontal s to eight the fibre, 
in, above the cylinder exit, 1tti.le clearing the top guard heater and it 
insulation. The fibre, mount, and telescope are aho'i'ai in plan view in 
Figure 46, below. The fibre ia placed with its mid-point at different 
points on one radius of the cylinder only. 
VII-5 -3- Inflxnce of air t.emeratte. The fibre deflection observed was caused by 
moving air s at temperatures ranging from ambient to nnach higher, while the 
calibration was done entirely at room temperature • The likely effect of 
air temperature on the fibre deflection is considered briefly. 
Tritton (1959) gives a relation of drag coefficient and keynolda number, 
based on cylinder diameter, obtained by experiments using air at ambient 
temperature. This is reproduced in Figure 47, below. 
:ltere r is t.ne force per unit length on the fibre, 
once for any fibre 	d' oC u 2  P C0 	 - (176) 
'or low Va]U08 of he, from 10 to about 05, Trittons result, give t1 simple 
por relation, 
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Hence, regarding velocity as independent, and deflection Cf to be modified 
as necessary, 
	
ci o 	 - (178) 
The quantity ) P 	is found to vary between 40 and 540? by about 1. 
hence, assuning drag coefficient to depend only on 1.yno1ds number arid air 
temperature,, no correction for temperature will be necessary. I present 
measurements are at values of Reynolds number torde the Loot of, or below, 
the above range • The above assumption is provisionally adopted, and the 
air velocity meaaurnta, Which are not for quantitative use, accepted 
without correction for temperature. 
vu.6. general layout. 
The heat transfer cylinder and guard heater assembly are held above 
and below by Handy-Angle rr*nbere and suspended over the floor, the frame 
being bolted to a lathe bed. The tube edt height from the floor was 4 ft. 
A platform for the telescope was alongside, the telescope sighting betwaen 
the frame membere. The lathe bed held the thermocouple tenninal board, 
potentiometer, and recorder. It table held the Variacs, ammeters and 
iUr, 	trai')i cii 	 1L*j. 	 eneral plan view and 
a 	it..-ciev.L 	iL 	L 	uz. L. u 	'_'i cJi, u'e given in Figure 4, 
below. 
(07- 
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14UIMINARX AiW CALIBhATIu1. iPiXMTS. 
Genera]. prel 1'nriary experiments. 
Prelidw teat tranafor experiment, In the 8pririg of 1961 a relatively 
simple apparatus was constructed to try out the experimental techniques. 
The heat transfer surface was the inside of a brass tube 3 ft. long 
0.710 in. internal din ter and 0.025 in. thick. The tube was insulated 
by a layer of fibre-glass cloth from an electric heater, resistance I?-, 
of heater wire laid in length-wise strands • The heater was surrounded by 
a 3 in. outside diameter length of rigid fibre-glass insulation. Nine 
thermocouples were disposed, four touching the tube, three in the tube exit, 
and to on the jacket surface • A free couple was used to register the tube 
inside surface temperature up to 2 in • in from the ends • The couples were 
of iron-conetantan, welded by electric discharge, and were not very durable. 
The heat transfer apparatus electric circuit differed from the final one 
(Figure 43) only in that there was no fine control, and the voltage across 
the heater was measured, as well as current. 
The highest temperature attained was less than 400 F. In order to 
estimate conduction losses, experiments were made with the tube end plugged 
by brass plugs. Ten tests were run with the tube ends open, and five with 
the ends plugged. Typical temperature distributions at the tube wail are 
given in Figure 49, below. At the relatively low temperature used, air 
t.c:iperture in tie. tubc u. ,dt, did ioL differ significantly from the wall 
te Dcr..lturc L £e1'. 
Under the rough assumption that radiation from the open tube equals 
VIII. I. 
VLLt. 1 .1 
t t l'ror t.c 	d plc, L c corvccLio. is obtai:i r ubtrtctii, t,Lc rath3 
vnr.i.i. 	 -109- 
of heat supply for the same mean tube temperature. The results are shown 
of heat transfer rate in Watts against mean temperature difference in 	F, 
in Figure 50, below. A theoretical relation of the two quantities is also 
shown, constructed as described in Section V- 3-#  using the reference 
temperature rule 	 - ao e- 
VIII. 1 .2 • Conclusions • It is observed firstly that the results of this experiment 
are 8atisfactorily self-coniatent, the values of heat, transfer rate being 
within ± 2h of smooth-curve relations. The values of nett heat transfer 
rate exceed the theoretical ones, more so at higher temperature differences, 
by up to 2(Y. More exact determinations are required for information on this. 
Secondly, there are noticeable temperature drops towards the ends of the 
cylinder. This is expected at the foot, in the entry region. Other causes 
wM be radiation loss, taking place largely from the end parts of the cylinder, 
and heat lose from the ends of the insulating jacket. Thirdly, the cylinder 
wall temperature distribution produced when the ends are closed is nearly 
symmetrical, and so differs considerably from the temperature distribution 
1*ien the ends are open. Fourthly, the air motion, rendered visible by 
introduction of smoke, should be sufficiently fast to be measurable. 
It was concluded that more thorough experiments would yield wortlwEile 
results, and that desirable developments would be: 
(ij provision of guard heaters to minimise distortion of the temperature 
distribution due to uneven heat losses, by eliminating heat flow 
outward from the cylindrical surface. 
J; calculation or measurement of radiabiLu 10 duri heat transfer 
experiments, raLier than in scparatc calibration experiments, to obtain 
Cie correct temperature distribution for this purpose. 
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predicted critical temperature, and to test the correlation further. 
(d) measurement of the air velocity at the cylinder edt, to investigate 
,whether changes in velocity distribution correspond with changes in 
the value of Xq. 
Hinher temperature limit of ewerime. In September 1961, the materials 
intended for use were subjected to high temperatures in an electric furnace, 
for periods of one hour at a times 
Resin-bonded fibre-.aee rigid material. The cotton scrim burned off t 
about 400° F. The resin wee driven off about. 500' F. leaving the material 
limp. Above 900° F. the material discoloured, and needed support to 
avoid collapse. 
Claysil adhesive was unaffected up to 9000  F., then grewbrittle but 
remained intact. 
Fibre-glass cloth started to discolour and disintegrate above 906' F. 
?4arinite moulded asbestos took on a surface discolouration about 800 F., 
and was otherwise unaffected. 
The loneywell fibre-glass insulated iron-conetantan thermocouple wire 
available was specified to be for use only up to 900 0 F., 
herie 
I'lLe higher temperature limit of 900 F wee indicated. by 	#e' S. 
VLU.1*4. aLiration 2MrU=tA3
,  In the following sections of this chapter are 
dccricd the calibration of; 
) thermocouples and temperature recorder. 
) anemometer fibres. 
L) ammeters and heating surface resistors. 
c calibration experiments started in March 1962, five months before the 
tart of the heat transfer experiments in August 1962, and continued during 
the main experiments as new apparatus wee completed. Both series of 
criments were completed in January 1963. 
- 112- 
VIII.2. 	Calibratti of thencou1e0. 	(March, April and May 1962) 
VIIL2 • 1 • saturated water vapour. The defect most li*hl  e to occur is inadequately 
joined hot junctions. The easiest way to teat couples for acceptability 
and consistency was to place the hot junction in the vapour fuzn water 
boiling at a pressure elitiy above atmospheric. The steam pressure has 
to be observed carefully, due to the sensitivity of saturation temperature 
we 212 °F. to change in pressure. 
The couples to be used were connected in batches of 10 to a 10-way 
amilti-point switch in order to use a cc.sin cold junction, placed in malting 
ice at atmospheric preseurc • In each batch another couple, denoted '< , 
and prepared from a different lot of n*tcrial, was included. The arrangnt 
for the hot junction is skxati in Figure 51 0  below. 
Five batches of 10 couples were tested, all under 29.606 in. Hg. 
atmospheric pressure, plus 0.6 In. water. A total, of 32 couples was involved, 
there being some repetition. The couple electro-motive force was measured 
by balancing, using a Cambridge potentiometer. 
Under teat all the couple. produced 5.24mV, eept O ) wbich produced 
5.26ni. irce the Iiewal1 t.bl.s, 5.24mV corresponds to 211.3 F. and 
0 
5.2mV to 212 F. The relation between pressure and temperature of saturated 
steam near 1 atmosphere is taken from &W 1042 (I4 3) 
Z ± 17 ( 9qq) - 0.027_29.92)2 - (179) 
when p • 29.65 in.., 	( - 211.53° F. 
It is evident that the couples tested ware perfectly consistent within the 
rcadiri,i, accuracy of the potentiometer., vtdch was 0.01rnV. Since the Honeywell 
tablos ucu ]iavc a single-degree interval, the e.m.f. conerated by the couples 
ireea within the accuracy of the tables with the r .akurs' stated value. 
VII1.2.2. Freezing Led. A crucible of coeinercial lead was next used as the hot 
Junction envirn.nt. The couples were inserted in closed glass tubes in 
batches of 10. A 20-way switch was placed as far as possible from the 
heating gas-ring, and shielded by asbestos slabs. The cold junction was in 
melting ice • The Cambridge portable potentiometer used was checked against 
a more sophisticated instrument s, and found without error at 5.4 and 17.75mV. 
In each batch, couple o<'  was again included. The same 32 couples were 
0 
tested. 
Under test all the couples registered 17.75mV except o Which showed 
17.0 alp. From the Honeywell tables, 17.75mV - 621 F., and 17 .8CtnV - 
0 	 C) 
622 F. From BSS 1013. the freezing point of lead is 327.3 C - 621.14 F. 




 F., and the cold junction at 32F. Couple 0(  , not for use 
in experiment., consistently read 1 ° high, at this temperatuxc. 
V111.2.3. Temperature recorder. In August 1962 the Honeywell 24-point temperature 
recorder was checked by observing the temperature shown for the freezing 
point of lead and the melting point of ice • The results ware on the record 
paper 621° F • and 38° F., and on the instrument scale 617°F. and 33°F. The 
makers claim 0.2,6 accuracy, that is 1 F on the range 0-1000 F., especia2l 1y 
at the top of the scale. ('na paper is moored at the high temperature side, 
and shrinkage or non-unifoait,y results in a discrepancy at the 1cJ temperature 
side.) It was concluded that the accuracy was satisfactory at high temperatures, 
and the ice point reading could be observed continuously, and a correction 
applied at temperatures lower than 500 F., as necessary. 
VI11.2.4. lesistartce of t,hencouple. An approxbnate measurement of electrical 
resistance was made of the couples) in position on tube 1, by Avometer. 
l'here were 7 single couples, and 7 pairs of tin couples, each tv&i pair 
VII1-2.4. 	 - 114 - 
connected to the same recorder poix:. It was intended to check that 
electrical resistance was about pxoportional to length, and that the 
resistance of tkd.n-4ber couples was about the same. No siificant 
aberration was found. The resistance of the members of t'4n couples was 
found to bat in four cases the same, one differing by 	one <34 and 
one <'5. This was regarded as satisfactory, since the value registered 
of the mean of temperatures at the two hot-junction locations would be very 
little affected. 
4ç tez fibres. (September 1962). 
Viii. 3.1 • W. erimenta1. procedure • The apparatus used is shown in Figure 52, below. 
Air at near atmospheric conditions was steadily discharged by gaeter 
1 , fitted with a contained-volume scale. Stop valve 2 was  opened during 
each run for a measured time, regulating valve 3 having been set previously. 
The fibre 4 under test was held vertically in the centre of the mouth of 17 
3 
feet straight 2 5- in. inside dimter commercial steel pipe 5 • The 
deflected and rest positions of the fibre end were observed by measuring 
microscope 6 . 
If the volume rate of air flow is Q ft/ 	, the mean air speed 
O(1SS 4) 6t 
- (0) 
io 	2/ 
113' r\ 	7 	0 
If ic i'10 is viscous,and the velocity profile parabolic, the central, 
___ 	- (382) 
-"5- 
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VLU.3.2. (*ervatione. The air discharge rate was varied from 0.46 ft /min. upwards. 
At about 	 O, turbulence started to become  
evident, the fibre fluctuating, and being for short periods out of its usan 
position. 11w calibration mould thus be fully effective using this pipe 
only for speeds below 3.9 ft/sec. Six observations were made of six of 
the fibres, and three of the seventh, the stiffest one. All the determinations 
except one are the mean conditions of t ruAle, 
q) was relatively difficult to observe at low values. In the ten 
detezninatione at and below 0.6 ft /see, there were variations of 1, 10, 
7, 6 and 3. In the ten values between 0.6 and i t the largest variations 
were 4,(3) and 3(2). In the 19 values over 1, variations were 5(3) 
4 (1) and 	(2). 
The fibre deflection Or we observable to a half-thou, 0.0005 in. 
There were variations of 1—thou in 10 of the 39 detonninations, for values 
of d" from 4 to 19 thou, There were 1—thou variations in 7 more determinations 
for values of C" from 12 to 30 thou. Deflections greater than 30 thou were 
not used, to avoid too great curvature of the fibres. 
VIII. 3.3. Results. i'ive of the seven fibres were used in the heat—transfer experiments. 
These were numbered in order of increasing etilfnesis. Lre typical set of 
observed values of Q, U MAX 	, and the fibre end deflection c, in given 
In Table 53, below. The variations found in Q and S are given also. 
The errors mentioned are regarded as acceptable, and a smooth curve dram 
rough the observation points adopted as the fibre characteristic. The 
ciaracterietice of fibres 1 to 5 are shown in Figure 54, below. S thou 
i1otted against U#/sec. Fibre 1 is the most flexible. The two fibres 
UUL 	 LJ.; 	 • 	 , 	 jLi1ix 	iOU. 
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In later experiments, velocities greater thwi 4 ft/eec occurred. The 
deflection/velocity characteristics of fibres 4 and 5 ere teritutive1y 
extrapolated to 7 ft/sec. 
V1IL4. 	kiinetere and heating surfaces. 
V111.4.1. Mnn*ters. (August 1962) The instrtznente under test were placed in series 
with a Cambridge standard instrument, and with resistors of appropriate 
value, and supplied with current through a Variac tranetozr. For the 
inst,rtaisrita used the departmental numbers, working range, and limits of 
error in terms of full scale deflection are given in Table 55, below. The 
error of the 2 A ammeter exceeded 1% only for readings below 094 A. The 
instrument readings were adopted without correction. 
V1IL4.2. kaUnaz surface dimensions. (December 1962 and January 1963) At the 
conclusion of the heat transfer axpeitnents the internal cylinders forasd 
by the heat transfer surfaces were measured fairly accurately. The 
np1 leet internal diameter was measured at each end by inserting pairs of 
drill shanks to fit, and the others by internal calipers and micranetere, 
establishing the sizes to 09001 in. The lengths were measured by rule and 
tc-juare to 0.01 in. The measurements at roan temperature are givens 
	
c1. - 	nominally 4  in- x3ft. 
it.ernal diameter 0,26u in. 	each end 
.Lugth 	 32.75 in. 
lkube2. - 	nominally l in. x3ft. 
internal diameter 1.010 in. 	each end 
ingth 	 33.00 in. 
naninally3 In. xlft. 
L1WILi iueie tup 3 9 CW in. bottam 3.016 in. 
Lan 	3.01:3 in. 
• 
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The above values of diameter and length wore used in calculations, dimension 
change i4th tempereture being ignored. 
VlII.40. ieat4ng surface resistance. (December 1962 and January 1963.) The tubes 
were in turn placed in circuit in series with a standard IA resistor as 
shom in the diagram of Figure 56, below. 30 minutes was allowed for 
etabilisation. The potential difference across the two resistor. me 
In each case two sets of readings were made • The ratio* of potential 
difference did not vary by more than I part in 1,Ou. The result. were: 
	
Tube 1. 	0.9894 Jl. 
Tube 2. 	1.471 IL 
Tube 3. 	3.Q81 -CL 
These values 	were adopted for 68F. 	For the cQ/cu)cr' oF ie't 16/2rnce 
£* 	/ciry 	 se e S, -6, X,i.i ,/aye 4Z. 
- 120- 
Number Rang e Limit o(errov' 
A44 0-i A -O7 fo 4 02 
no number 0-2 A I'S to 0.5 
A50 0-5A -01 f +02 
A54 oioA 10 +-é 
R23223 o-tOA o to -+ 0.6 
Tatele 55. 	Cali6rahon of ammeters 
shndarc1 	test 
Ui 
jure 56. 	Heatinq 1e resisonce 
meQsuI'In/ circo;I. 
iA?rAk -Ix . 
kAT TRANSFkR Oi3S.kWATIO145. 
ILl. Genera. 
11.1.1 • The observations listed. The measurements required for use in calculation 
are given: 
tube current, tube temperatures and position, ambient temperature, 
ambient pressure, air temperature, and couple position, fibre 
deflection, and position. 
Other measurements are required for purposes of control, correction, and 
repetition: 
currents in guard heater, and heaters, Variac and resistor settings. 
temperatures under guard heaters and and heaters, ice point temperature, 
any change made to guard heater winding, amount of bandage over heater 
jacket, length of time at constant settings. 
ILl .2. General remaiics. Calibrated ammeters were used for the tube current, and 
an Avoneter there necessary for the heater current,s • Individual teats were 
originally named by the guard heater current, since this is roughly proportional 
to the tube mean temperature difference from ambient S . Ascending guard 
heater currents thus correspond to ascending values of & • Since the rate 
of heat generation in the guard heaters alya considerably exceeds that in 
the wall tube, it is preferable, in the interest of stability, to adjust the 
tube current to suit the guard heater current) rather than vice versa. 
Currents varied with the mains voltage according to the time of day, 
normally by 2 or 3 . The steadiest runs were obtained in the afternoon, the 
early evening, and late at night. It was found necessary to maintain steady 
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temperatures and currents for several hours to obtain a near-equilibritmi 
condition. 
IX. 1 .J.Temperature correction. The temperatures as read on the recorder paper 
were corrected by idnole numbers of degrees. The correction applied is 
shovii in Figure 57 0 below, vdwre the reading is correct at 6200?. and 5 0 
high at 32F. The values of temperature as read are entered with the 
other observations, but corrected values used in the graphs of tube 
temperature. The ice point temperature as read is not given, since it was 
in all cases either 36 or 37°F. 
Recorder rea4 I , ? °F - 
37 100 	 300 	 Zoo 
correct on 00 bed "F 
Figure 57. Correction of recorder readings. 
IX. 1 .4.Dates of experiment series. Measurements were made first on the narrow 
cylinder, air temperature and air speed in this case not being observed, 




27.8.62 - 9.11.62. 
Cylinder 11 
	
21.11.62 - 21.12.62. 
Cylinder III 
	
4. 1.63 - 26. 1.63. 
11.2. Cylinder I. 
11.2.1 .Genera].. The twelve tests run are given in the order performed, the nominal 
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value of guard heater current in Amperes being as follows: 
4,3,2: j_,L5, 2 , 2.5,ii,,jk:,. 
The first three ware regarded as exploratory, then teats were made in 
ascending order of current, then two more made near the critical value of 
ftere,')ce. (Pe1'er *, 5ec{ori 	V. S,2. ') 
temperatures The fourth, and the last five, with the currents underlined, 
were adopted for presentation. 
During the 3 A teat, four different values of tube current were used, 
obtaining four values of temperature difference across the insulation, Af, 
in order to investigate how sensitive was the value of the tube current to 
change of the temperature difference. The value of current for zero 
temperature difference was then obtained by interpolation. At higher 
temperatures, after placing up to one inch additional insulation over the 
guard heater at the top, some coolness at this point was tolerated. 
11.2'.2. Ambient pressure. Early in the first series of experiments, it was omitted 
to measure atmospheric pressure • This applies to the first nine tests up 
to Saturday, 13.10.62. The tests affected, whom results are presented, were 
those of the I t 3 and 3.5 A teats. The nearest recording barograph was 
consulted, at the Air Ministry Leteorology Office, Palmerston Place, Edinburgh, 
distant about two miles from the Sanderson Engineering Laboratories, the site 
of the experiments. Thereafter a Fortin barter was used. 
kreaentatior of observations. The observations foi each test are written 
as follows, in five lines: Not all of these particulars are given in each 
table: 
4 ,a ,) Nominal guard heater current, date, time, time elapsed at constant 
settings. 
(b, 	Guard :ieatcr and cad heater currents, ap:.roximatc botton heatcr shunt 
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resistance, tube current, (underlined) ) corrected ambient temperature, 
ambient pressure. 
Tube tenperaturee at seven positions in order from the foot. 
Temperature difference from the tube temperature at the bottom 
heater, five guard heater positions, and top heater. The most 
Important valves are the three middle guard heater ones (underlined). 
Madirnnn thickness of bandage at top of jacket. 
Any remarice. 
11.2.4. 0beexvatioca. The tests are numbered in order of aacendinLr temperature. 
1 1 A. 	Friday 14.9.62 	14.3U hr. 	after 17 hr. 
1.04, 0.18 9 10 fl, 0.386 A. 63 F, 30.02 in Hg. (re e f 
65, 	66, 	76, 	
0 
94, 	117, 	132, 	135 F. 	
e1I 	TX-2-2) 
 
-1, 0, Ro 	Is 	J., —7, -4, ° F 	1" bandage . 
2 2 A. 	Friday 9.11.62 	15.35 hr. 	after 70 hr. 
1.98, 	0.31, 	70J , 	0.91 A, 	66' F. 	29.42 in. 4C,. 
8u, 82 1 116, 1720 237, 295, 291 w F. 
L QF. 
	
3 2.5 A. Friday 2.11.62 	17.35 hr. 	after 19 hr. 
2.46, 	0.38, 	70 12. , 	115 A. 	66 F, 	29.13 in. H. 
85, 	89, 	138 2 	219, 	311, 	382, 	377 ° F. 
Q, 2 p 
4 3 A. (a) Nonday 8.10.62 
3.01, 0.48 9  80-12. , 
90 9 94, 160, 270, 
-1, 2, J, J, 
22.35 hr. 	after 5 hr. 
1.31 A, 	63° F. 
393, 486, 477?. 
J, 29, 18 ° F. 
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3 A. Wednesday 10.10.62 09.35 hr. 	after 16 hr. 
3.04, 0.48, 	80 A , 1.38 A. 62 	F. 
90, 95, 	164, 	278) , 405, 502, 	494" F. 
- 1, 2, 	.2 	J, , 370 	180 F. 
3 A. 6vedneeday 10.10.62 21.35 hr. 	after 9 hr. 
3.02, 0.49, 	ao -IL , 1.525*, 63'F. 
92, 98, 	167, 	277, 400, 506, 	501 	F. 
01 4, 	is 	a, 	1 40, 	19 ° F. 
3 A. Thursday 1.1.10.62 22.15 hr. 	after 9 hr. 
3.00, 0.48, 	80 f'L , 	160 	, 65 ° F. 
94, 100, 	174, 	285, 	410, 492, 	4800 F. 
-1, 4, 	jo 	1p 	, 	31, 17 ° F. 
The tube current 1L46  A was obtained for L 	C, by interpolation 
among the four reeu1ts 	in Fure 	S1 	I,-eIaw. 	Arnb,en* 	krip s!wre- 
)V), 	(-I. (rear 	t, 1fr1 go. 
 
IX. Q2 ) 
5 	3.5 A. Saturday 13.10.62 16.35 hr. 	after 24 hr. 
3.5, 0.59, 	8012. , 	1.70 A, 62 ° F, 	29.95 	In. 	Hg. 
99, 105, 	195, 	334, 	485, 591 1, 	 582 ° F. 
-1, 4, 	, 	, 	 ., 	 31 1  21 ° F 
6 	4 A. Thursday 18.10.62. 19.45 hr. 
4.07 9 0.75, 	9o1 	, 1.79A, 66 ° F, 	:30.05 	in 	i-.. (relp r 	+c 
&d-; J.9.2) 121, 128 0 	236, 	408 1 	584, 735, 	741 ° 7 
1, 3, 	, 	, 	, 38, 31 ° ?. 
UL2.5. Tube excess temperaturep. Four of the graphs are showi in Figure 58, below, 
of the .x0585 of tube temperature over ambient teanperatuxe, plotted against x, 
the distance up the tube from the foot. The graphs are used to obtain 0 
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the mean temperature difference between the tube, that is, the convection 
heating surface, and the un-heated air, ê is proportional to the area 
below the graph. 
1L3. cylinder .11. 
1L3.1. (enez*1. The nine tests run are given in the order performed by nominal 
guard heater current a 
1, 	1.5, 	2.10 	3.5, 	4.5, 	2.5, 	1.8, 	1.9, 	2.2. 
The procedure was first to span the whole renge of temperature, then to do 
more tests near the critical temperature. Observations included air 
temperature and air velocity at the tube exit, except for the 1.9 A test. 
The three air temperature couples, being mounted together, were always 
at the same distance from the tube wall, 0.15, 0.30, 0.45 in. 
The anemometer fibre tip position was observed (A) in the deflected 
position exposed to the air flow, and (13) in the undeflected position, in 
the shelter of a yes-shaped shield. Each set of observations consisted of 
the group A-i3-&-B-A. 
IA.i.2. repentation of obeervat,ion. Observations are written in up to six lines, 
the first four being as for cylinder I s except that to line (d) is added 
the three correctod air temperatures, in order from the wail towards the 
axis • These were also observed by manual potentiometer, and where there 
was oscillation,, three values are given - low limit, high limit, corrected 
mean. In this case another line is taken. 
Air velocity observations are then given. The first line consists of 
a heading with date, time, and fibre nunber or numbers. Subsequently, one 
observation is given in each line. The items are: fibre number; radial 
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distance from cylinder wall, rest position, least deflected position, most 
deflected position, mean deflection, all in inches; air velocity indicated 
in feet per second. Where there is variation in deflection, this is due 
to turbulence. 
1L3.3. çexyatioq. The tests are numbered in order of ascending temperatures. 
1 A. 	Friday 30.11.62 	16.35 hr. 
0.99 9 0.20, 60 J1 , 141 A. 64 F. 30.33 in. ag. 
80, 	96, 	110, 	124, 	133 i. 
4 ° F, 	1¼J5  
Fibre 3. 	Friday 30.11.62 	1400 — 1600 hr. 
0.45, 0.348 9 0.3583, 0.0105 
0.27, 0.3795 9 0.3893, 0.0095 	1.85 
0.14, 0.4015, 0.406 9 	0.0065 	1.44 
2 1.5 A 	Wednesday 5.12.62 	11.15 hr. 
1.44, 0.28, iw-i7 , 	2.l15 A, 	65 ° ?, 	30.10 
92 9 	106, 	121, 	148, 	170, 	1830 	190F 
20 9, is3 3, 8 ° F, 	152 9 	126, 	114 F. 
Fibre 3. 	Wednesday 5.12.62 	10.30 — 11.30 hr 
0.48, 0.247, 0.233, 0.015 • 2.60 
0.33, 0.2587, 0.2447, 0.014 • 245 
0.22 0 0.252, 	0.2405, 0.0105 - 2,0 
3 1.8A 	Tuesday 18.12.62 	15.20 hr. 
1.76, 0.33, 40 J) , 3.22 A. 	63 F, 29.22 in.Ug. 
99, 	123, 	143 9 	182 0 213, 235, 2370 F. 
5 0  
183 - 1899 	183; 	142454, 	145; 	122-428, 	122. CF 
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Fibre 2. 	Tuesday 18.12.62 31.30 - 12.40 
0.43, 0.261, 	0.2785 -0.2810, 0.0188 - 	2.70 
0.27, 0.2663, 	0.282 -0.248, 0.0175 2.60 
0.15, 0.2638 9 	0.2733-2738 ) 0.0107 • 	t.95 
4 1.9 A. 	Wednesday 19.12.62 20.30 hr. 
1.95, 0.41, 40 -12 , 3.65 A, 62 F, 29.65 in. Hg. 
104, 	132, 154, 202 0 236 0 262 0 268 ° ? 
5, 	2, j, 	,, 	1 ° F. 
No air temperature or air speed. 
5 2.1 A. 	Friday 7.12.62. 	15.10 hr. 
2.13, 	0.44, 40_ft , 4.47 A, 660  F, 29,69 in. Jig. 
138 0 	168 0 	193 0 	255, 	297 1, 	321, 	324 F. 
-2, j, 	, Q, 12°? 
230-250, 240; 165 -190, 172; 140 -55, 147 ° F 
Fibre 4. Friday 7.12.62 	19.30 - 21.00 hr. 
0.51, 0.238, 
0.45, 0.255 9  
0.30, 0.248, 
0.13 9  0.2445, 
0.2635-0,2690, 0.0285 a 





Friday 21.12.62 	1300 hr. 
2.175, 	0.44, 	4u--17. , 	4.10 A, 	65 F, 	2986 In. Hg. 
115, 148, 	178, 	229, 	272, 301, 	307 ° ? 
7, 	1' 
	
Q, 	, 2cF. 
225 -237, 228; 172 -183, 	175; 	140 -151, 	143 ° F 
- 	- 
Fibres 2, 3. Friday 21,12.62 13.30 - 15.30 hr. 
99 0.46, 0.297, 0.3185-3233 ) 0.024  
UF 0942, 0.3112, 0.329-0333 0.0203 3.25 
UF 0.32, 0.3125, 0.3313-0.33O>  0.0212 	• 3.40 
0.22, 0.3182, Q.3357-O.333 0.0193 	= 
0.22 2 0.3063, 0.325-0.329 	0.0207 2.90 
0.13, 0.3195, 0.3312-0.3342 ) 0.0132 2.35 
2.5A, 	Saturday 15.12.62 
	
19.55 hr. 
2.54, 0.45, 40 .11, 4.72 A, 600 F 28.52 in. iirg . 
140, 	175, 207, 275, 324, 	361, 	368 ° F 
0, 28 






Saturday 15.12.62 	20.30 - 22.30 hr. 
0.3255, 0.3475-0.3325) 0.0205 - 4.00 
0.2415, 0.2445-0.2470,0.0042 	- 4.00 
0.338, 0.360-a3(,(,,0.025 	- 4.65 






Tuesday 3.1.12.62 	21.10 hr. 
0.62, 30 -12 , 6.08 A. 63 F, 28.86 in. 11g. 
236, 282 9 388, 458, 496, 5070? 
, Q, 25 ° ? 
5 2 368; 245 -295, 270; 	195 - 235, 214 > F 
Fibre 
	
Tuesday 11.12.62 	20.30 - 21.30 hr. 
0.52, 0.2405 9 0.2453-024(8 0.0056 - 
0.33, 0.2495, 0.2540-0.2558 0.054 	- 4.8 
0.15, 0.2578, 0.2608-0.Q17 0.0035 - 
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1 4.5 A. 	Duirsday ]3.]2.62. 
4.6, 0.8 1 30 .[i , 702 A, 
251, 	361, 617, 	568, 672, 
2 0 	 , 	 , j, 44 ° F 
530 -565 9 5451 395 - 440, 
. 	a.1. 
620 F, 29.76 in. ilg. 
718, 726"F 
420; 285 - 340, 313 ° F 
ibrs. Je 	5. Thursday 13.12.62 	20.30 - 22.00 hr. 
. 0.43, 0.059 - 	10.Q 
UP. 0.41, 0.259, 0.2635-0.29 	0.u088 	- 
LI , 0.29, 0.26739  0.2742-0.2770, 	0.0O3 	- 	6.55 
LA. 0.14, 0.040 - 	ZLI  
Fibre 4 vas discarded, evidently having been damaged. 
IX.3.4. Grabo of obeervat4*ie. lIeprsesnt.ative profiles of tube *ea temperature 
against height, and of air tariperaturs and air velocity at the cylinder exit,, 
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L.4. 	Cylinder III. 
IL4.1 • General. The six tests were made in order of ascending nominal guard 
heater current: 
1.6, 	199, 	2.8, 	i, 	4, 	4.5 
Measurements of air temperatures and air speeds at the cylinder exit 
were made in only four of the tests, omitting the 2.8 A and 4 A test.. 
The three air temperature couples were re-mounted with 0.20 in. between 
the outermost and middle couples, and 094 in* between the middle and inner 
couples. During tee experiments, mains voltage cute of 5 lo and 10 % 
occurred. This caused delays of about twelve hours on a few occasions. 
1L4.2. reeentation of observations. The observations are written as for cylinder 
II. The number of tube temperatures in reduced to five. Where it is 
appreciable, the mean temperature difference of the tube and guard heater, 
indicated by the middle three values, is stated. The distance from the 
,ell of the outeinoet air temperature couple is stated. More rnmroue 
measurements of air velocity were made, the radius being larger, and the 
profile more complex. Both extreme positions of the deflected fibre are 
given, 4n it is affected by turbulence, but the mean position is not 
a1ys the arithmetic mean of the extremes. 
11.4.3. Observations. The tests are numbered in order of ascending temperature.. 
	
1 1.6 A. 	Tuesday 8.1.63 	15.45 hr. 
1.63 0 0.22, 80J , 2.12 A. 59 F, 30.06 in. Hg. 
104, 	118, 	131, 	141 9 	149 ° F. 
1, 	Q, 	j, 	-3
0
I. 	0,10 in. 
63 ; 74 - 80 9 73 ; 	105 -117, 	1080 F. 
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Fibres 1. 2. Tuesday 8.1.63 	1330 - 1600 hr. 
Li.. 1927, 0.448 9  0.446 -0.44, 	0.00 	- 0.55. 
f. 0.98, 0.4235, 0.424-0.428, 0.0025 	- 0.70 
Li. 0.66, 0.454, 0.4585 - 0.4740, 	0.013 	- 1.00 
f. 0.47, 0.4188 0 0.4207-04260, 0.0043 - 1 .Q5 
L. 0.28, 0.4245 9 0.4275-0-335, 	0.006 - 1.35 
F,. 0.17 9  0.423, 0.426-0,431, 	0.0055 1.25 
Li. o.08, 0.4327, 0.447-C457, 	0.015 	• 1.10 
2 1.9 A. 	Wodn.aday9.L63 	16.45 hr. 
1.81 0 0.24 0 	lou 12- , 2.40 A. 61 F, 30.15 in Hg. 
118, 	133 9 	149, 	161, 	171F. 
0, j, Q, is - 1" F. mean A 1 	1.7" Fi 0.20 in., 
68-73, 67; 10-77, 70; 82-90, 82 ° F. 
Fibre 1. Wednesday 9.1.63 15.00 - 17.30 	hr. 
1.11, 0.4271 0.4250-04365, J.Jul+ 	- 0.55 
u.78, 09384, o.383-039 	0.tX17 • u.73 
0.509  0.338 9  0.3390-0.3575, 0.ulO 	- 0.62 
.2865, 0.295u-Q3235, 0.022 1.39 
0.285-Q.1, 0.025 	m 1.5t 
..10, 0.2725, 0.s55-Q3090, 0.027 - 1.60 
1.0, 0.256 0  0.2563-01745, 0.0105 	• 0.90 
0.90, 0.2705, 0.2715-0.29U, 0.0115 	- 0.94 
2.8 A. T}mreday 17.1.63 22.55 hr. 
o_[L , 	3.52 A. 	6u 	F, 30.51 	in. 	1. 
14, 234, 	246 ° F 
-2F. 	meanM 	-3.3 	F. 
U .ir Lc .(13 or 	i_i• 
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4 3.0 A. 	Saturday 5.1.63 	16.20 hr. 
3.11 9 0.39, 30J , 4.12 A. 56 0 F. 29.48 in. Hr,. 
175 1, 248, 255, 276, 292 F. 
0, =lt 	, J, . 3 CF. mean /i( - I ' F. 0.10in, 
68-76, 65; 73-88, 77; 107-132, jig ' F. 
Fibre 2. 	Saturday 5.1.63 	14.30 - 16.30 hr. 
1.20, 0.478, 0.48o-C48 o. 0o45 • 	1.10 
0076, 0.466, 0.46L -0475) 0.0055 a 	1.25 
0.42, 0.4553, 0e4580.47, 0.0075 - 	 13__ 
0.26, 0.462, 0.467-0.4'1 0.01 05 
- 
0.16, 0.477 9 0.4555-0.4635, 0.0125 - 	 2.15 
0.10, 0.4705, 0.479-0,4 0.009 - 	 1.74 
5 4.0 A. 	£ueeday 22.1.63 	20.05 hr. 
4.06, 0.51, 2002. , 5.30 A. 67 °  F. 30.57 in. Jig. 
265, 313, 3600 388, 401 	. 	2 in. bandage. 
79 1 	.2.. jJ, -lu F. mean, Li f - 2.7 F. 0.20 in 
80 - 84, 78; 85 - 1089 93; 150 .186, 165 F. 
Fibre Z. 	Tuesday 22.1. 63 	21.00 - 22.00 hr. 
1.10, 0.330, 0.332-0336 ) 0.004 
- 
0.709 0.320, 0.321-L329, 0.005 - 1.2 
0.40, 0.0779 0.081-0.093, 0.010 - 	 1.85 
0.20 9  0.303, 0.333-0.344. ) 0.0155 - 
0.10, 0.321, 0.325-0.337) 0.012 • 	2.1 
.1ng1e readings only of fibre positions. 
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6 4.5 A. 	Saturday 26.1.63 	17.00 hr. 
4.08, 0.74, 70 Q , 6.70 A. 63 F. 30.57 in. Hg-  
438, 426, 500, 531, 556F. 	21 in. bandage. 
1, 1 	- 2., Z9, - 10' F. mean L1L - - 1.7 F. 0.15 in. 
90-92.., 87 ; 	115 -150 9 	130 ; 	266 - 318, 290 ° F. 
ho air temperatures or air speeds. 
11.4.4. Graph- * of observations. The profiles of tube excess temperature against 
height, and of air temperature and air velocity at exit, against distance 
from the wall, are given in Figures 62 to 65, below. All the velocity 
observations are given in Figure 64, identified by the teat number, and 
complete profiles with the parts nearer the cylinder axis guessed, in 
Figure 65. 
11.5. Appraise], of the experimental obaervati. 
U.5.1. Tube current errori • An estimation of the order of magnitude of the 
likely errors in tube current may be made from the observations of teat 4 
of cylinder I • The guard heater and end heater currents being maintained 
constant, the effect on the mean temperature difference betmen the tube 
and guard heater, Li f , was observed, of varying the tube current • It is 
seen in Figure 58 B. above, that a variation of 25 , In tube current 
about the value for zero temperature difference, corresponded with a range 
of temperature difference of 10 ° F. If the temperature difference is 
assumed to be detectable and controllable to within 1 ' F, errors In tube 
current will be anticipated within a range of 2 %, and accordingly errors 
in heat generation rate, within plus or minus 2 	of a mean value • In 
the light of this experiment, although it is not possible to estimate 
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errors will not be expected in the heat transfer result for cylinder I. 
For cylinder I, the ratio of heat generation rates at the guard heater 
and the wall tube was about 60. In this favourable condition, the 
variation of 25 in tube current caused no measurable change in guard 
heater temperature, and so the temperature difference was quite sensitive 
to change of wail tube current. For cylinders II and Ili, the corresponding 
ratios Of heat generation rates are about 3 and 1.5, respectively. The 
experimental errors for cylinders II and III will be expected to be several 
Us those for cylinder I. 
11.5.2. Temperature ditrLbutions. It has been mentioned that it was sometimes 
not possible to bring the temperature at the top station of the guard heater 
up to the corresponding wall tube temperature. Other%d5e, the expected 
forms of temperature profile against height were quite easily obtained for 
all three cylinders, and the same profiles of guard heater temperature. 
The tube temperature profiles for individual te.ts are very self-consistent, 
no observation departing by more than 1 or 2 degrees fran a mooth curve 
relation. 
There is an evident inconsistency between taste 5 and 6 of cylinder II. 
The values of guard heater current measured were 2.13 and 2.175 A. The 
tube currents, 4.117 and 4.10 A s and tube excess temperatures, 186 and 1650 F, 
are in the reverse order. The difference in guard heater current not being 
large, the test numbers are changed in the graphs of observations, and in 
Chapter 1, to read in the sane order as the e ibraècI. observations • This 
alteration made, there is no evident lack of agreement among the tube 
temperatures, intervals of temperature corresponding with e o irder o( IhC. 
fresF mu4ers . 
A fail in temperature towards the top is observed in cylinder Is 
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extending in about 2 inches, and this will be due to thermal radiation, the 
top end-heater being maintained at the same temperature as that at the top 
station of the t'ibe, to prevent outward conduction. The temperature fail 
in cylinder II extends further in, 3 to 4 inckica, due to the larger diter. 
In cylinder III, of 3 inches di ter and 12 inches length, this feature is 
not observed, the effect of radiation on the temperature profile not 
differing sufficiently from that of the convection to render the two 
distinguishable. 
Thu air temperatures at the cylinder exit were registered by the 
automatic recorder throughout the tests of cylinders II and III. The 
values obtained were notably steady, and settled doun in the same way as 
the tube temperatures, remaining sensibly constant for several hours before 
each set of observations was noted for calculation. Observations were 
made only along one radius of the cylinder, except that during test 11.2 
four radii were used over a period of 40 minutes, when no variation of 
potential difference of more than 5 A was found. The values obtained were 
not for quantitative use, and this was regarded as an adequate demonstration 
of axial symmetry. Use of the menus] potentiometer provided a good means 
of detecting turbulence, and, in that case, was necessary to estimate the 
mean temperature shown by the thermocouple. 
IX-5- J . V-OlogitLy distributions. The air velocity at the cylinder .xit was observed 
only along one radius, during the tests only of cylinders II and Ill, due 
to the time required to take readings, about 20 minutes for a set of three 
or four (cylinder II), and 30 minutes for five to seven (cylinder III). A 
set of X'S8diflg8 macm without pause, in tests of cylinder II, wee sensibly 
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COnhi8teflt, but over longer periods this was not always so. During test 
11.3, sets of readings at an Interval of 2j hours differed by 10 L. During 
teat 2 of cylinder 1.11, values obtained near the axis at an Interval of 2 
hours differed by a factor of 1.5. General examination of the velocity 
graphs for cylinder II in Figure 61, shows some departure from even intervals 
of velocities, according to those of heat generation rates. Evidently, 
either the values for teat 7 are too low, or those for teats 6 and 8 too 
high. In Figure 64, examining the velocities near the axis of cylinder III, 
the discrepancy during test 2 already mentioned is seen, and the velocities 
for tests 4 and 5 are in the wrong order. It is concluded that, along any 
particular radius, the exit velocities for cylinder II were somewhat 
variable, and those for cylinder III near the axis considerably variable. 
The average of velocity over the whole cylinder cross-section would be 
expected not to vary imich, since the temperatures and heat transfer rates 
are fairly constant, but no test was made of this. 
Turbulence was easily recognised, in abrupt erratic nations of the 
anemometer fibre away from its mean position. Turbulence was present to 
some extent during tests 3to9of cylinder ll, those with higher heat flux 
values, and during all tests of cylinder III. The turbulence did not become 
severe enough to obscure the mean position of the fibre. 
An important feature of the velocity profiles is their variation in 
form from test to teat. As the criterion kia increased, from very low to 
very high values, the whole range of variation is expected to be from the 
parabolic form, through blunter ones, then with a minimum at the axis and 
Ivl4nivn nearer the wall, to increasingly sharper maxima and the tendency to 
zero at the axis. For an Individual cylinder in air, the form is expected 
to progress up this range until the anticipated critical value of reference 
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tperture is reached, ther return doimi it. The observations for cylinder 
II (?iure 61) eçlify this process perfectly, and meet test 7 will be 
near the critical condition, giving the highest value of I for this cylinder. 
About the observations for cylinder Ill. (Figure 64) it may be stated with 
certainty only that test 1 shows a blunter niadimzn than the others, which 
is in accord with the low values of heat flux and mean tube tesçersture, for 
test 1, giving the lowest value of I. The velocity observations thus give 
support to the prediction of Chapter V, that there will be a critical 




NEAT TRASE 	ESLJLTS. 
Li. 	General. 
1.1 • 1 • }isat.ing surface resistance • 	The electrical resistance of the heating 
surfaces is measured at xon temperature. To obtain the resistance at 
the mean working temperature, a wall adjustment is made in the toxin of 
linear interpolation with temperature in degrees Fahrenheit, between the 
conditions at 60°F and 1650°F, the resistance being 5.5 greater at the 
higher temperature (Section 1111.2.) The factor 	is made, for instance, 
1.010 at temperatures from 365 to 396 F. The largest value used of va 
is 1.016. 
1.1.2.  AUo*nce for varying atmospheric pressure • The results are obtained in 
the form, for each experiment, of values of convective heat flux q and 
mean temperature difference e. They are then put in terms of Y and ) q s 
There being change of ambient pressure between one experiment and another, 
it is necessary to allow for this. The results are standardised for the 
value of pressure, 30 inches mercury. 




it follows that fr-j-. In 
only quantity sensibly affected by sm all changes in pressure, and therefore 
density, is V 	V is inversely proportional to 1°. Therefore, 
- (183) 
Y in independent of 	• 	 - (1814) 
being expressed in in. Hg,, a standard value 	at 30 in. Hg, is 




I3CJ 	1 	 (185) 
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I. 1 - 3 .  Qalculation trocedure. For each cylinder, 9 is obtained from the 
temperature observations. The radiation heat transfer rate is calculated 
as in Chapter VI. The resulting mean value of heat flux over the surface, 
and that due to conduction through the insulation, are subtracted from, the 
value due to electrical generation, to give the convective heat flux. 
and I are calculated, and 
1q 
 adjusted for the ambient pressure 30 in. figs 
For some experiments vdth cylinders U and III, the convective heat 
flux was calculated from the e.,d.t air temperature and air speed data. 
1.2. 	Cylinder I. 
1.2.1 • ivorkinf, ectuatione. Constant quantities are incorporated in suitable 
equations. Tube dimensions and resistance at room temperature are given 
in Section VIII-4, values of properties of air in Section V.2, and reference 
temperature rules in Section V.3. The ratio of diameter and height 
D 	= 1 1 M (186) 
The heating surface area 
61441 	rr4 	ict ff' 	
- (18?) 
The heat flux due to electrical generation 
5g 	 R1 10 " S t"r 	- (188) 
(Iisinamperes,Rin ohm, and lBtu/ see .1055W) 






- 	 5626 IC tr 
L2.1. 
('
tr 	Figure 24, Section V.2. ) r 	kt 
d4 
- (191) 
1.2.2. R41atton 14 transfe r . The procedure of Section VIA. is condensed 
Ir + er4) 
sowAiat. The quantity r (,L T L 	 d grahicaliy 
with respect to I. The result is written 
J
O
i(ir_2r04c! 	 (192) 
The total nett radiative heat transfer 
Qr. J = C1 a- A 	 (393) 
The heat transfer per unit area is required 
D 
(194) 
The value used for the Stefan—Boltzmann constant, referring to &yder (1954) 
b 
- 13 bi Mi.is 	 -'#. , c to 	U 	5 I' 	
- (195) 
Hence for cylinder I 
1'O14 167 Ii5 A, Bfi / 1rtt sec, 	
- (196) 
1.2.3. feults for cylinder I. Results for the six teats are set out in Table 66, 
below. The tests are numbered in order of ascending mean temperature 
difference • The data comprise - ambient temperature, 4 ' 0, F; ambient 
pressure, 	in.Hg; mean cylinder wall temperature, 	w F1 heating  
surface resit.arice, ii 	electrical generation, q 3W / ft see; mean 
L 1.. 
radiative itet flux q 	 Au / ft see; mean convective heat flux, q Btu / ft 
sec; mean temperature difference, & F; and the groups 1q' 1qs' and y, 
Ln ?iure 67, bei. X 	is shotn iiottc. 	1.nst, Y. 	T el)r1e 1 rmcl 6 
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are also ehoiai. The results show greatest deviations of about • and — 2 
from the relation: 
Where O3 	< 	 (Y(I & 102 4)'  
Y 	O!GZ )(q 	 -(197) 
}quatione(81) and (85), in Chapter II, are used to obtain the corresponding 
expression in Y and I: 
Where 
	 Y =. 0022 X 	— (198) 
1.3. 
	Cylinder II. 
1.3.1 • obsiOgy eauattone • The reference temperature 
tr = t 4 088 	 -(199) 
1,3,2. Conduction Uuugh the insulation. The value K a 0.05 Btu / ft hr 0?  is 
taken for the fibre-glass between the heating surface and the outer 
thermocouples. The inner and outer rH*nieters, cit and d 2, are 1 in. and 4 in. 
For a temperature difference A t v the radial heat flux at the U, 
J 	I 	/\ 	Q4S C I1tEl i,  /(t Sec 
1.3.3. ieu1ta for cylinder II. Heat transfer results for the nine teats are 
set out in Table 68, below. The teats are numbered in order of increasing 
seen temperature difference. The reference temperature tF is given, and 
the mean conductive heat flux, 	• 	4 
CC r c 
In Figure 69,  below, X '  An ehowi plotted against Y. Theories 3 and 6 c, 
are also shoi. The experimental results show greatest deviations of about 
. 2 and - 7 , from the relation: 
Where 24 10 	'.C2i 	and 21S d: V 4 .5. 17)  
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flie corresponding erecsion in Y and 19 i8: 
where ' 116 	y= 0•25 X, 	- (202) 
1gure 69. heeulte for cylinder II 
1.3.4. Air data results. The air velocities we temperatures measured at the 
cylinder exit, in all teats except teat 4, were used as an additional means 
of obtaining the convective heat transfer. The method is regarded very 
snich as a subsidiary one • The value obtained for q is higher than the 
to 3 
previous one by the following percentages: 
21, 6 0 9 9 -, 78, 18, 38, 16 9 104 
The figure for teat 5 9 made with the defective anemometer,, is discarded. 
The velocities observed in test 7 werc seen in Figure 62, 6ection 11.3, 
to be high compared with those inznediatel.y above and below. Bearing in 
mind the incompleteness of these observations, the agreement is perhaps as 
1.3.4. 	 OLFVM 
good as could be expected. 
1.4. 	Cylinder ill. 
1.4.1 • Working equations. The reference temperature 
+ o.i2 G 	 — (203) 
2 	an 	 and 
	
I 1.64 
il) Li t Btu I ft eec 	 — (204) 
Cc f( 
1.4.2. Results for cylinder III. Results for the six tests are set out in 
Table 70, below. In Figure 71, below, I in plotted agM-viat Y. qG 
Theories 2 and 6 are also &iom. The greatest deviations shobil are about 
+ and — 6 4 from the relation: 
wkr 	f 	 rd  
I - 0.590 Zq 	 -(205) 
The corresponding expression in I and Xq is: 
(/i1re 208 	 k) 	 (SI 	 - (206) 
1.4.3 • Air data results • Calculations were made of the convective heat transfer 
for tests 1 and 4. The values obtained for q exceeded the previous ones 
by 76 and 17 4 respectively. The observations of air velocity for 
cylinder Ill were very variable. This result suggests the value of 
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1.5. 	Appraisal of the eat transfer results. 
1.5.1 • eneral. The result of each exp.riment is a mean, esentl-a12y uniform, 
value of convective heat flux, q, and a corresponding value of mean 
temperature difference, G , for the cylinder used. Involved in obtaining 
q are the untested assumptions in the calculation of the mean radiative 
heat flux, ?ri • 	i'ie relations of qro4 , q, and 9 	are first 
examined. Lie generalised forms of the results already ali are then 
given consideration, and compared with the analytical results, theories 1, 
2, 1 and 6. The influence of reference temperature is examined. 
(.rc' 
1.52. Qivarieon of the radiative and convective heatJlç. The ratio 
q. 
is given for each experiment in Table 72 9 below, and ehoNi graphically 
against 9 in Figure 73, below. Since the measurements were made at 
differing pressures, some scatter of the points in the graph is locked for, 
and a zone of appropriate height is draw' in about the result points for 
each cylinder, to Illustrate apparent trends. droad conclusions are dram 
as follows z 
For all cylinders, the proportion of radiative heat transfer 
increases with increase of G. Thus increase of q with 
is novthere sufficient to overhaul the increase of Inaiwith 
mean well temperature, 
The rise of 	with Gia more pronounced at higher values 
C 
of 6). This is expected, since over the critical value of air 
reference temperature the rate of increase of q with & should 
fall. 
- /52- 
Te5no. I 2 3 4 5 
CiIinder I 0•026 ooci 000 02 0'087 0i43 
jf 0.02S O°3O O33 	o•o37 O'04 003Z 
flDi. 	'j g '1 	- O°3J 0045 5-065-  
111 o•i7 0•176 017S '0- ISO 	0.136- 1 0-2?1 
tII€ "72. 
	qLrod 
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qrOd 
(c) The average values of 	are of interest. For Cylinder I s 
d 
averages about 7%, since the small value of 	- 0•008 
is unfavourable for radiation, but is not very favourable for 
C, 
convection either. For Cylinder II, with 	- 0.03, 
conditions are much better for radiation, but more so for 
convection, and 	is less, averaging about 4 . For 
= 
Cylinder Ill, with 	- 0.251, the improvement for radiation 
greatly exceeds that for convection, and the highest values of 
occur, averaging about 20%. 
(d) The distorting effect of radiation on the wail temperature profile 
due to convection is not large. For Cylinder I. and more so for 
Cylinder II, the relative amounts of radiation are enil. For 
Cylinder III, the relative amount of radiation is larger, Out the 
distribution of radiative heat flux is more uniform, and hence 
lass unlike the app 	3,y uniform convective heat flux. 
1.5.3. The radiative heat flux. The mean value of radiative heat flux, 
is obtained by dividing tie calculated nett radiative heat transfer rate 
by the wall surface area. The values of qr44  for the three cylinders are 
44 
plotted together, using two different scales, against 's" , in Figure 74, 
below. The point for each test is &i in one of the two diagrams. 
Departure from a smooth curve will indicate lack of congruity in the wall 
temperature profiles. Conclusions are as follows * 
(a) The greater aptitude for radiation of relatively shorter cylinders 
is clear. For the same value of G, values of 9 	for Cylinders 
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(b) A meanm is provided of estimating errors in (9. The uncertainty 
indicated in values of &, by deviations of points from smooth curves, 
is negligibly mall for Cylinder I, and approxbnate]y±4 % and ±8 % 
respectively for Cylinders II and lii. 
1.5.4. The convective heat flux. For comparison, the experimental values of q are 
standardised to correspond to the ambient pressure of 30 inches mercury. 
For each cylinder, a relation has b.en observed of the fore YC Xq, in 
e'uationa (197), (200) and (203)0 The influence of pressure in to give 




Since the appropriate values of n are 2 1, 4, and 5, the standardised value of 
q at 30 in. Hg for Cylinders I. II, and III is obtained as follows : 
 3 
Is 	
( 	 ' i 
	
cnd G06o0- I 	- (205)i '.  
The largest influences on q for the three cylinders are respectively 6, 2, 
and 1 %. The values of J, for all experiments are given below in Table 75, 
and shown graphically against 0 in Figure 76. Inspection of Figure 76 
yields the following conclusions $ 
For the same mean temperature difference, the values of convective 
heat flux obtained are in the ascending order I, II, III. Values 
of 2., for Cylinders I, ii and LII are approximately in the ratio 
1:4:6. 
For each cylinder, the gradient of the graph of 7 against& first 
increases with increasing 	then passes through a mad.npnn, then 
(m .(xueec 	 €ce1bIe 
decreases. A The expectation of a critical value of , giving a 
maidiiimt value of Nuseelt number, is realised. This occurs Ll)ere 
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xperiinontal errors are greater Lor Cylinders U and UI. The 
uncertainty indicated in 
q5 
9 as a function of e , is negligibly 
ml1 for Cylinder I t and approximately t 3 ,A> and ± 5 , 
respectively for Cylinders II and iii • 	hie is in accord with the  
suggestions of Sub—sections 1.5.3. and 1,&.5.1, that errors, 
respectively in & and in tube current, and therefore q, would be 
negligible for Cylinder I, anparent for Cylinder U, and rreatest 
for Cylinder 111. 
L.5.. The generalized reault* ke heat transfer rulti are expressed in terms 
of the dimensionless quantities of equations (74) and (185), Y B MJj and 
4 = 1) calculating the air properties, refeience 
temperatures are used for Cylinders I t U, and III, according to equations 
(189) 0  (198), and (201) respectively. Tie results for the three cylinders 
are shown graphically, separately in Fiuree 67, 69, and 71 respectively, and 
together in Figure 21 9 above, and again in Figure 77, below. Correlation is 
looked for, both in the results for each cylinder, and amonf the results for 
all three. inspection of the graphs leads to the following conclusions z 
For each cylinder, the ote representing the results lie on or 
about a mean curve which is essentially a straight line. The 
resulting equations in 1' and XIS for the performance of cylinder. 
I, IL, and Ill, are :lven above in equations (lfl), (200), and (20.3) 
respectively. 
Lxperimenta1 errors are treater for Cylindem LI and Lii. j:. 1 
itudea of e,cperinntal errors in Y as a function of X, indicated 
y distances or points from the mean itraiht line, are as follows: 
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(b) ± 2 for Cylinder I, + 2 , and - 7 4 for Cylinder II, ±6 , for 
Cylinder III. This is in accordance with expectation, as mentioned 
in Sub—section i.5.4. The errors are not syst.ernat.ic, but scattered 
The existence of a critical temperature, predicted in aptcr V. is 
demonstrated. For each cylinder, values of 46increaee at first 
as 8 increases, then attain a madnun, then decrease. This is the 
case whatever reference temperature rule is used to calculate the air 
properties, provided only that 19 appearsin the formula for the rule. 
A test is furnished of the reference temperature rules used. The 
critical value of & from the graph of results is compared with that 
corresponding to the rule* The critical value of & for a cylinder 
should be near that of the teat which 4vee the highest value of 
but this indication is not at all exact, due to experimental errors, 
and large intervals of 9. 'Lie experimental critical values of e 
0 	 0 
are about 235 F. ( cylinder I, teat J ) 185 F (Cylinder LI, test 6 
0 
and 265 F ( Cylinder III, test 5 ) • xteference temperature rule, in 
which the constant M of equation(149) equal. 1•00, 0•80, and 0.62 
0 
lead to critical values of '-' ( Figure 26 ) of 185, 220, and 230 F. 
The reference temperature rule described in Figure 27 is adequate 
wider this very rough teat. 
The three sets of results are in satisfactory mutual relation. Lath 
of the three mean straight lines representing the results for one 
cylinder ( Figures 67, 69, 71 ) hae the same gradient generally as the 
graph of theory 6 betwrA te same values of 4. 
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(e) Tie respective results for Cylinders I, Ii, and 111 indicate values 
of Y exceeding those given by theory 6 for the same values of 
by factors of 1.33 9 1'07 and I-34- 	UUS te curve of iriich the three 
etraiht lines are jarL is of te same form as tue graph of tuuory ô. 
The general eqerimental curve so formed is shm in Figure 77, below. 
x.5.6. The influence of reference tuaperatuze • If different reference temperature 
rules are used to evaluite blie air roperties, different values of X and to 
a smaller extent of Y. All result. A change of reference tanperature from 
300 to 200 ° F, for instance, means that X is multiplied by 2.02, and )1  by 
1.11. Some of the results for Cylinders I and II vare recalculated using 
the eanm reference tanperature rule as for Cylinder III, 	4 O 	9 
that 18 idth lower values of reference temperature, The effect is 3110m in 
Figure 77. The y1inder I results would be brought nearly into coincidence 
with theory 6, and the Cylinder II oneo shat nearer to theory 6. This 
hoi*ver is fortuitous, the various cylinders quite plainly requiring different 
reference temperature rules, as discussed in Chapter V. The choice of 
reference tanperature rule has quite a considerable influence on the results. 
The largest alteration of X ( cylinder I. test 6 ) produced by the change 
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J.Aj1)A1. 
A.L . 1 • Free convection theory. 
Theory 3 - equation ( & ) - is worked out in Chapter LI, for the £uJJ,y 
developed flow of a constant-property fluid, based on the work of Wodrow (1953) 
This theory is free from .zrçiricit, but is found in Chapter III to be defective 
due to the lack of an entry region. The alternative treatment of J aUman 
(1956) does not rave the defect* 	us development in Chapter IV or theory 3 
into the inexact theory 4 equation (138 ) - opens the way towards an exact 
theory free from this contradiction. Theory 5 - equation (139 ) - is a 
provisional prediction of the final exact theory. Theory 4 also reveals the 
proper area of application of this kind of "internal" theory. The proper 
application is so long is the temperature rise extends riLiit acros th cylinder 
at the top. 
A opectIzn of four regimee of flow is enied, a: d the form of the 
boundaries of the heated fluid inside the cylinder is ahoiml in the five 
diagrams of Figure 78, below. 
_ L/i\iVJ Li 
A B C D 
Fiiure 78 Four regime of laminar free convection. 
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A is that of the nairow cylinder with no entry region. 
hi.me B has both an entry region, and a region of fully developed dow. 
Diagram (iii) represents the upper bound of regime B. ith the entry region 
extending to the top of the cylinder. 
In reidme C. the temperature rise does not cross the cylinder completely, but 
the influence of the wall, curvature is still felt. 
eizime P is that of the flat plate. 
Theory 5 relates to regimes A and B. Theory 6 equation. (141 ) - consists of 
theory 5 0 together with an empirical, extension covering regimes C and D. Theory 
6 is to a certain extent tentative,, up to perhaps plus or minus 5 % for values 
of Y , for values of X greater than 103. 
XI.2.Ieference teeerature rules for air ,  
For the determination of reference temperature rules, in Chapter V. there 
are two dominant considerations, First, for very narrow cylinders the fluid 
temperature at all heights equals the wall temperature • The reference 
temperature is certainly dependent only on the wail terperaturese in order to 
avoid separate calculation for every experiment, the reference temperature for 
this case is made the mean wall temperature. second, the rule of Sparrow aid 
crcgg (1958) is available for the flat plate for air. ie range of rules 
specified in Figure 26 is devised to suit these cases, and provide intermediate 
rules for intermediate conditions • The three rules used for the respective 
experimental cylinders produce a good correlation of the generalised results 
for each, and this gives a little support to the formi1e. It is necessary to 
use this procedure, since the effect of variation of reference temperature rules 





The theory worked out in Lkapter U. for thermal radiation from the 
internal cylinder with specular reflection, and with the axial temperature 
distribution specified, deals separately with rays having different angles 
of incidence. AU rays have the same angle of incidence for all reflection. 
Therefore the theory will admit the insertion of data for any angle of 
incidence, and furnish an exact treatment for a surface with given emission 
and reflection characteristics. It is of course convenient if the amiesivit3 
is independent of temperature, and the grey surface s, with emissivity 
independent also of angle, gives the simplest working. 
In the present problem, this radiation theory is used with aey-t.'ody 
assumption, to give estimations of the nett thermal radiation from the 
cylinders during experiments. 	ince the radiation rates depend to a major 
extent on the cylinder dimensions and tpersturee, the cylinders being fair],) 
long, these estimations are considered to be sufficiently accurate, 
ijr velocity and temi,erature measurements. 
These measurements, made only for the two wider cylinders, are presented 
in Chapter U. The velocity measurements are acceptable without allowance 
for temperature, although calibration was performed only at room temperature, 
provided that the drag coefficient is a function of fibre-diameter-based 
Reynolds number only. The correlation of these quantities due to Eritton 
(1956) is used. 
The velocity and temperature nmaauznte made were not comprehensive 
enough to provide reliable values of the convective heat transfer rate. 
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X.I.S. 
XI.6. 
Convective heat transfer measurements. 
The results for each cylinder, presented in Ciapter 1, show satisfactory 
correlations, bearing in mind that the condition of uniform wall heat flux is 
more difficult to produce than the other customary condition, of uniform imil 
temperature. The existence of a critical temperature for any cylinder, in 
air, Living the highest value of Nuaselt number, is confirmed. This is just 
apparent in the results of heat flux versus temperature difference (Figure 76) 
and is shown eore distinctly by the velocity distributions (Figures 61 and 65) 
and in the generalised displays of Y versus X. The value of critical 
temperature, hver, is not closely determined. Tra generalised results, 
when using the reference temperature formula of Figure 27, conform with the 
dimensional analysis for the constant-property fluid, giving a single relation 
0:Y and x. 
The three sets of generalised results are satisfactorily related to 
theory 69 falling on a curve of the ewne shape as the graph of the theory, 
but giving higher values of Nusselt ner. The two relations are Mi'm in 
4- 
Figure 770 above. For values of Xt or 10 , the graph of theory 6 me 
formed to pass below that of the experimental results, but the extrapolation 
of theory 5 from bier values of Xq also required this. The theoretical and 
experimental relations are considered respectively to be the lower and upper 
bounds of the performance of the single cylinder. 	e provision of cooling 
of the fluid icI2*diate3y on leaving the cylinder will provide, in theory 6, 
the lower bound for Nuaselt number. Complete freedom from obstruction of 
the flow will result in the relation fran the present experiments, and this 
is the upper bound* 
r'urttr work. 
The exact theory, with the entry region, requires to be conbeted. 
XI.6. - 166 - 
There is much scope for detailed work on reference tnperatures for all fluids. 
1ixperinnta with cylinders occupying overlapping regions of would 
provide a more direct test of the general correlation. The use of other 
fluids and different pressures and temperatures is called for to test the 
correlation in further respect.. i1fective cooling at the cylinder exit 
would provide a nra apt test of the present theory. Conversely, a 
diffusional cooling process night be added to the theory, to correspond with 
experinte of the present kind. 
Comprehensive velocity and temperature measurements would provide a nre 
direct .y of evaluating the convective heat flux. The perforeance of 
anemometer fibres in air at an appropriate range of tesperathres requires 
investigations to verify whether arj allowance for temperature is necessary. 
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t - specified length 
u - velocity in x-direction 
v - velocity in y'-direction 
w - velocity in a-direction 
x — axial co-ordinate 
y - distance from wall 
a - co-ordinate 
/3 - volume thermal eçanaivity 
deflection 
- issivity 
e - rotation co-ordinate 
& - 
 
mean temperature difference 
- dynamic viscosity 
- kinematic viscosity 
- vertical temperature function, 
In the entry region 
Tr- constant • 3.1417 
P - mass density 
- reflectivity 
- tefan-Jolthnann constant 
- radial temxrature function 
• r 	- radial temperature 
£ction, at the vU 
k 	(flS1fl 	ectns. (40) ôc (41) 
a — cylinder radius 
b channel breadth 
b.( 	) G - prop'tygroup 
C - specific heat 
d - diRnleter 
d — derivative 
e - axial temperature gradient 
e - constant • 2.303 
'Pr 
• k 	property 9MV 
g gravitational acceleration 
h heat transfer coefficient 
i- (- I) 
i - intensity of radiation 
k - thermal conductivity 
cylinder height 
- specified length 
n nunber of reflections 
p - pressure 
p - specified length 
q - heat flux 
r radial co-ordinate 
a specified lcnth 
t conventional temperature 
- 16u - 
- ampere 
- modulus of elasticity 
I - current 
0 - origin of co-ordinates 
- beat transfer rat. 
Q - voitmie rate of f]mi 
R - resistance 
T - absolute temperature 
V - potential difference 




L - eumeation 
J-ohm 
Reduced guantitie 8 in dimensipr.ess ratio 
a 
A • - - radius 
1) a - - diameter  
	
• 	- entry beat supply 
(4 
P. - specified length 
S.' 
• 	- radial co-ordinate 
8. 1 - specified length 
T . 
	
- specified length 
U 
U • 	- axial velocity 
U 




A w 	- axial co-ordinate odth 
an entry region 
99 
I - - - distance from wall 
- mean wall temperature 
.rs vertical temperature function 
in tht entry region 
- rl4a1 temperature function 
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Uijmn6i0].ee5 PXOUDB 
cr 	d ' 	 - nGdified (ra8hor number 
d4 jc3F 
- Graehof number qrd a 
Nueeelt number ke Re 1eyno1da nnber 




Re 	- Iec1et number - Esyleigh number 
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